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CAN YOU REMEMBER THESE “TIDBITS” FROM 1974?????
Pop Rocks, pet rocks, mood rings, lava lamps, swag lamps, streaking, earth day
Music artists and hit songs:
Barry White-Can’t Get Enough Of Your Love, Babe
Billy Preston-Nothing From Nothing
Carl Davis-Kung Fun Fighting
Elton John-Lucy In The Sky With Diamonds, Bennie And The Jets
Eric Clapton-I Shot the Sheriff
John Denver-Sunshine On My Shoulder, Annie’s Song
Neil Sedaka-Laughter In The Rain
Paul McCartney-Band On The Run
Ray Stevens-The Streak
The Doobie Brothers-Black Water
Jackson 5-Dancing Machine
Bad Company-Can’t Get Enough
Lynyrd Skynyrd-Sweet Home Alabama

Other songs from:
Chicago, Eagles, Joni Mitchell, Steely Dan, Stevie Wonder, Three Dog Night, Linda Ronstadt, Kiss
Grammy awards for 1974:
Best Record-I honestly Love You by Olivia Newton John
Best Song-The Way We Were
Album-Fulfillingness’ First Finale by Stevie Wonder
Male Vocalist-Stevie Wonder
Female Vocalist-Olivia Newton-John
Group-Paul McCartney and Wings

Movies:
Airport ’75, Blazing Saddles, Chinatown, The Godfather Part II, Great Gatsby, Man With The Golden Gun,
Texas Chainsaw Massacre, Three Musketeers, Towering Inferno, Magnum Force, The Exorcist, The Sting,
Murder On The Orient Express, American Grafitti, The Way We Were

Academy awards for 1974:
Best Picture-The Godfather Part II
Best Actor-Art Carney-Harry And Tonto
Best Actress-Ellen Burstyn-Alice Doesn’t Live Here Anymore
Best Supporting Actor-Robert de Niro- Godfather part II
Best Supporting Actress-Ingrid Bergman-Murder On The Orient Express
Best Director-Francis Ford Coppola-Godfather Part II

Tv shows:
Happy Days, All In The Family, The Carol Burnett Show, The Rookies, Rhoda, m*a*s*h, Maude, Hawaii Five-O,
Barnaby Jones, Adam 12, Streets Of San Francisco, Six Million Dollar Man, Sanford And Son,
Wonderful World Of Disney, Mannix, Kojak, Marcus Welby, MD

Sports:
Superbowl
Miami Dolphins 24 Minnesota Vikings 7
Atlanta Falcons 3-11 ranked last NFC West
NBA Finals-Boston Celtics 4 games to Milwaukee Bucks 3 games
NCAA Basketball-North Carolina State u. 76 Marquette 64
World Series-Oakland Athletics 4 games to Los Angeles Dodgers 1 game
Hank Aaron continues homerun record hitting pace
Golf-Gary Player won Masters and British Open
Tennis-Jimmy Conners won Australian Open, Wimbledon, US Open
Chris Evert won Wimbledon, French Open
Stanley Cup-Philadelphia Flyers 4 games over Boston Bruins 2 games

Politics:
Richard Nixon-President, resigned Aug 9, 1974 (Watergate scandal)
Gerald Ford-Vice President(after Spiro Agnew resigned Oct 1973)
Jimmy Carter-Governor of Georgia. 1977 became 39th President of United States

1974 – 2004
30 YEAR Class Reunion Activites
June 25 & 26, 2004
Friday, June 25, 2004:
Golf event
Location:
Olde Atlanta Golf Club
Time:
10:00 tee-time
Organized by: Tom Southard
Informal Outing
Location:
Time:

Manuals Tavern
7:30 p.m.

Saturday, June 26, 2004:
Fun Run
Location:
Candler Lake at Emory
Time:
8:30 a.m.
Organized by: David Wittenstein

MAIN EVENT
Location:
Time:

Norcross Marriott
7:30 p.m. - 12:00 a.m.

**Don’t forget to visit the DHHS Class of 1974 website: www.dhhs74.com
designed/maintained by Elizabeth Dunn(Jane Lawrence) at Piney Woods website design

Class of 1974 Directory
Dedicated and Printed
in Memory of:
* Kathy Abney
* Costa Campbell
* Doug Jackson
* Rodger Olsen

Druid Hills 30TH Reunion
MEMORY BOOK ENTRIES
ABNEY, KATHY

HARMON, LISA

PEELER, CECY

ADAMS. DAVID

HATCHER, HERSHEL

PERDUE, ALICE

ADAMSON, LISA

HAYNES, RON

PERDUE, CLAIRE

ASHER, JEFF

HOLMES, MARGARET

PITMAN, RICHARD

ASHMAN, GLEN

JACKSON, DOUG

PLATT, HAL

BARNARD, ASA

JACKSON, WINN

PORTER, SHARON

BENT, NANCY

JONES, BRENDA

POWELL, JIM

BLANTON, JANN

KEY, ALFRED

RICE, MICHAEL

BLOUGH, BETH

KUNIANSKY, NEAL

RICHARDSON, STEVE

BOURGEOIS, GLENN

LAWRENCE, JANE

ROBERTS, SAM

BROWN, BARTOW

LEVERT, ANNE

ROWE, ANN

BUGG, JENNIFER

LINDSEY, VICKI

SANDERS, MARILOU

BULLOCK, LUANN

LORD, GEORGIA

SCHISLER, JOHN

CALDWELL, CINDY

LOWRY, DARLENE

SCOTT, LAURIE

CAMPBELL, COSTA

MARTINEZ, MYRA

SHAW, MARY LEE

CAMPBELL, HARTFORD

MASSENGILL, BILL

SHEPHERD, AL

COLEMAN, DANA

MAYER, FRITZ

SHERRILL, JEFF

CROWDER, DEBBIE

MAYER, RUSTY

SIMMONS, JOANNE

CULBREATH, JOHN

MCGRIFF, STEVE

SMITH, MARK

CUTTING, MIKE

MCNUTT, DIANE

SOUTHARD, TOM

DONNELLY, JENNIFER

MILLER, LAURIE

SQUIER, LINDA

FRAZIER, ROSIE

MITCHELL, KATE

TANNER, RANDY

GILBERT, TERRY

MOORE, GAIL

THOMPSON, BRITT

GODFREY, CAROLYN

MOSELEY, CANDY

TURNER, DONNA

GOLDSMITH, ALFRED

MOXLEY, DAVID

ULMAN, CARY

GOODMAN, DEBRA

MULLINS, STEVE

WEATHERBY, SOPHIE

GRABIA, STEVE

OLSEN, RODGER

WITTENSTEIN, DAVID

GRIFFIN SUZANNE

PATTON, STUART

WORTH, BILL

HANNER, ALFRED

PEEK, TERRY

ZIMMERMAN, KARL

Name:

Kathryn Deidra Abney
Deceased.
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Name:
Address:

David Adams
405 Edgedale Drive
High Point, N.C. 27262
336-883-4169

Email address:
Occupation:

dadams@northstate.net
Pilot for USAirways;
retired from Naval Reserve

Phone:
Family Information:
Wife: Peggy (11 years) Children: Natalie (age 10), Emily (age 8)
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Woodworking, kayaking, fishing, camping, running
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
I am open to the option although I still think I would spend most of the time with our classmates. Combining resources with another class
might however, benefit us all.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
My marriage and raising a family certainly top the list. I’ve been exceptionally fortunate to have a career in a field I love so much for so long
however, it pales in comparison to the blessings I come home to.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years?
Sharing so many joyful experiences as my children have grown …..everyday with them has been a treasure. At the other end of the spectrum
was losing my beautiful sister to cancer two years ago. As heart-breaking as that was however, her grace, dignity, strength, compassion, and
kindness impacted all who knew her and are a legacy which will forever influence my own values.
What’s important to you now?
Faith, family, friends, and the “little things” that make life sweeter.
Also, I’m trying to see more of the world through my daughters’ eyes.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Probably wondering where the last 10 years went and envying all my friends whose kids have long since graduated college. Also, hopefully still
wondering how much longer I’ll have a flying career.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
The few reunion meetings I’ve attended have proven to me that it will be hilarious seeing everyone and getting caught up on the last several
years. I am anxious to see the football team just because those guys shared some experiences that meant an awful lot to me. And of course,
reliving (and embellishing) some of our “urban legends” is always high on the list.
As far as “other stuff ”, I’d just like to say the this class is still the GREATEST and there are probably not many days that go by when I don’t
recall some experience from Druid Hills. I’m just thankful that my advancing case of CRS hasn’t affected those memories. Thanks to all.
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Name:
Address:

Lisa Adamson Bell
1347 Weymouth Lane
Charlotte, NC 28270
(704) 847-8234

E-Mail Address:
Occupation:

lbell@tivolipartners.com
Tivoli Partners -- Direct marketing and
interactive communications agency

Phone:
Family Information:
Married for 25 years to Steve Bell, my college sweetheart.
We have three teenage sons (God help us!) -- Stephen, Jr. (17), John (15) and David (13).
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Cooking, painting, reading, and attempting to play golf. Ha!
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as '73 or '75?
That's cool. I was so busy with school work and activities that I didn't get to know many folks outside our class.
What's the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Becoming a Mommy! It changes your whole perspective of things. Also, it's been interesting to live in different parts of the country (Michigan,
Pennsylvania, North Carolina).
What's the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
My husband and I started a business six years ago. It's been great. Scary at first, but we have wonderful employees and clients. For me, work
is a lot of fun.
What's important to you now?
Family, work, and "keeping the faith." Life's short: make the most of it!
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Charlotte's our "home base" for business. But if we sell out in the next decade, we would likely move back to Asheville (we lived there for
two years) or to Charleston.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
I saw Sophia Weatherby (Williams) at Christmas this year. (Thank you Randy Tanner for sending me her e-mail address!) So, in addition to
Sophia, I'm hoping to see Dawnums (Dawn Richards), Dolly Berry, Connie Perdue, Jennifer Donnelly, Dana Coleman, Nancy Davis and
Cynthia Sporburg. (These are all maiden names...) And as for the guys.....Cary Ulman and Randy Tanner (who I've been e-mailing quite a bit
this past year), David Adams, Stuart Patton, Tommy Southard, Win Jackson, and Steve McGriff. And where the heck is Richard Pitman (my
dance partner???)
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Name:
Jeff Asher
Address:
2497 Riverglenn Circle; Dunwoody, GA 30338
Phone:
770-457-3431
Family Information that you’d like to share:
Spouse—Amy since May, 1982; 2 teenage daughters, dog named Kitty!

E-Mail Address:
Occupation:

jcasher@bellsouth.net
Advertising Sales

Hobbies/Special Interests:
Spending Time w/ Family (especially the dog!), Reading, Current Events, UGA and Atlanta sports, leisure travel
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Yes, class of 1975.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Finding and marrying Amy who has put with me for 22 years! Having two terrific daughters who recognize that their father is still mentally 14
years old and love me despite of this.
What’s important to you now?
Staying healthy and happy. Having a healthy and happy family including my 85 year old father. Seeing my daughters grow, mature and
hopefully make this a better world.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Still working; hopefully having more money by having both daughters off the “payroll”; being a happy “empty nester”! Traveling more for fun.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
Everyone, especially Diane McNutt to see if she’s still talking to me!
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Name:
Glen Ashman
E-Mail Address:
Address:
8572 Kendrick Rd Jonesboro GA 30238
Occupation:
Phone:
work 404-768-3509 home- 770-471-1950
Information that you'd like to share:
Married 23 years to Pam 2 kids - Michelle and Kevin 1 golden retriever and 2 cats
Hobbies/Special Interests:
computers, politics, sci fi
What's the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
waking up every day (today included) (seriously: 2 great kids and getting to be my own boss)

geaatl@msn.com
Judge of East Point City Court
and also attorney in private practice
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Name:
Address:

Asa Barnard
E-Mail Address: tbriand@aol.com
991 Emory Parc Place, Decatur, GA 30033
Occupation:
CPA, Director of Financial Services,
(still in the hood at the intersection of
Georgia Technology Authority
Clairmont & Mason Mill).
Phone:
404-636-0056
Family Information that you’d like to share:
I’ve been with Brian Drummond, from north Georgia, for 20 years. Kids include 3 dogs and a cat.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Traveling, oil painting (can do a fairly good forgery now), trying different cars (I’ve had everything from pick up trucks to a couple of Jaguar
XJ6’s, now driving—until I get the fever again—a vintage Mercedes 560 SL in mint condition. People think I crazy, but I enjoy it).
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Don’t really know many in either of those classes, so it doesn’t matter.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Great family, good job, good home, good friends.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Actually, its been slightly more than 10 years, but it was losing both parents within a couple of years of each other. On a happier note, touring
Egypt was pretty significant.
What’s important to you now?
Making sure I bring value to everything I do, and good cheer to everyone I come in contact with.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Hopefully, anywhere but Atlanta. Too big!
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion?
Everybody And why? I haven’t seen hardly anyone in 30 years.
If you’d prefer to provide other stuff, that’s great; please do so in this space:
When I was thinking back on high school, I remember this particular funny thing that happened. A bunch of people were skipping an assembly
of some sort. It was early spring, I think. When it was time to return, this huge crowd came back by way of behind the gym. We peaked
around the corner, and none other than Doyle Oran was at the top of the stairs. So there was this stampede back to the church parking lot.
As we were running, a small kid, probably an eighth grader, couldn’t keep pace. He was being shoved back and forth as it was every man for
himself. Finally he got tripped up and fell. People were stomping him, his glasses got smashed, and his large bag of charm suckers exploded and they
flew everywhere. Natually, he got caught. I was laughing so hard, I almost fell myself.
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Name:
Nancy Bent
E-Mail Address: nancybent@aol.com
Address:
2450 Harrington Drive, Decatur, GA 30033
Occupation:
real estate broker
Phone:
404-636-8228
Family Information that you'd like to share:
One daughter, Amanda Bent, age 13
Hobbies/Special Interests:
theater, travel, hiking
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as '73 or '75?
Yes, both.
What's the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
My daughter, finding work I love.

What's the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Losing my mother
What's important to you now?
raising my child, growing my business, enjoying a wealth of friendships
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Name:
Address:

Jann Blanton
E-Mail Address: jl-blanton@comcast.net
1707 Wilmont Drive
Occupation:
Physician
Atlanta, GA 30329
Board certified in Emergency Medicine
Phone:
404-633-6269
Board Certified Undersea and Hyperbaric Medicine
Family Information that you’d like to share:
Significant other is Wendy Johnson. No kids, nieces and nephews suffice. Variety of different animals.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Scuba diving as much as possible, travel, cooking, ‘beach’ volleyball, golf
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Definitely, I had friends in both of those classes
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
My partner, Wendy
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Completing my medical school and residency training. Also, learning to dive and becoming involved with diving medicine.
What’s important to you now?
The same as most, recognizing that real time with family & friends is so valuable. And that today is what counts, tomorrow everything could
be changed.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Living on the Caribbean, running a combination bait shop and decompression chamber for divers.
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Name:
Beth (Blough) Dresher
E-Mail Address: bdresher@bellsouth.net
Address:
5353 Brooke Farm Drive
Occupation:
retired after 20 years from AT&T;
Phone:
770-390-0366
part time (for fun) at Talbot’s
Family Information that you’d like to share:
married 14 years to Don; 4 children; (mine) Josh – 22, Layton – 18; (step) Margaret – 22; Meredith – 19.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
tennis, bridge, British history, travelling
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Combined with both classes.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Marrying Don; making our combined family of six work.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Retiring and learning that life is not about work.
What’s important to you now?
Faith and family
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Still enjoying retirement; probably with the addition of grandchildren – can you believe we are old enough for this?
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
I won’t be at the reunion but I look forward to seeing everyone at Manuel’s – especially Margaret and Jennifer.
If you’d prefer to provide other stuff, that’s great; please do so in this space:
Someone mentioned the driving “escapades” of Randy, et. al. I still remember being in the back of Randy’s station wagon driving down
Lullwater with the headlights off – and I worry every time my kids get behind the wheel, wondering what they are doing that is totally crazy
like that. We were lucky then and I pray the luck continues!
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Name:
Glenn Bourgeois
E-Mail Address: glennb@san.rr.com
Address:
2180 Via Nina, LA Jolla, CA 92037
Occupation:
CEO software development co.
Phone:
858-456-6296
Family Information:
Colleen-married almost 20 years, Glenn III-14, Taylor-12, Genny-10
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Golf , tennis, running
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
no
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Living around the world and getting a better understanding and appreciation of how great it is here.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Moving to CA and loving it!
What’s important to you now?
Kids, health, job and success
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Traveling more and starting new companies as a mentor investor.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
No comment-too dangerous.

Name:
Bartow R. Brown, Jr.
E-Mail Address: brbrownjr@joimail.com
Address:
878 Moon Place Road, Lawrenceville, Ga. 30044
Occupation: Field Consultant/Allied Claims Management
Family Information:
Married for 15 years. 3 children. 1 son. 2 daughters.
Hobbies:
Coaching youth sports. Mens Basketball. ALTA tennis. Collecting anything and everything whether I need it or not.
Regarding combining classes:
Yes. My sister graduated in 73 and my brother graduated in 75.
Best thing to happen in last 30 years:
Life---Details at the reunion
Most significant event in last 10 years:
Birth of my youngest daughter. Death of my Father.
Important to me now: Family.
I see myself in ten years:
Hopefully retired and near a beach.
Most looking forward to seeing at reunion:
Former classmates and see how last thirty years has treated them.
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Name:
Jennifer Buechner (Bugg)
E-Mail Address: jb1974@comcast.net or
Address:
1647 Deerfield Circle, Decatur, Ga. 30033
jennifer.buechner@choa.org
Phone:
404-634-2817 cell: 404-493-2825 (best way to reach me)
Occupation:
Pediatric Nutritionist @ Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta (Egleston & Scottish Rite Children’s hospitals)
Family Information:
Married 23 years to David; 2 daughters: Lauren is 21 and a junior at UGA, Katie is 16 and a sophomore at Lakeside
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Walking, gardening, biking, anything outdoors, and my new passion…skiing (even though I am still limping from a fall 3 weeks ago & waiting
for an MRI, I can’t wait to ski again)
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Sure, as long as Scotty Crawford’s there!
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Without a doubt, it was becoming a Mom. Lauren was a complete surprise (for that matter, so was Katie….planning aren’t us) and she
turned my world upside down. She changed my whole perspective on life and made me a better person. Katie has continued the job Lauren
started.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years?
My oldest brother died of AIDS 6 years ago. I came away from that summer recognizing that we have a very short time to contribute
something with our lives and appreciating more than ever that it’s the day to day events of life that matter the most, not something in the
future.
What’s important to you now?
My family, relationships, continued opportunities to do work that I love and believe in, laughing, snagging cheap flights to interesting places,
and finding a good bottle of Cabernet for a great price!
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Hopefully, counting my blessings for another 10 years!
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
There are lots of people I look forward to seeing, but I learned at the past reunions that there were people I never knew in high school whom I
wished I had known after having the opportunity to become acquainted at the reunion. I’m sure that at this reunion I’ll have the same
experience.
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Name:
Luann Bullock Hudgins Most of my friends still call me Louie
E-Mail Address: Luahud@safeco.com
Address:
5191 La Paloma drive, Lilburn, GA 30047
Occupation:
Claims Field Examiner for
Phone:
770-923-5370
Safeco Insurance
Family Information:
Married 24 years to Steve. We have 2 sons- Harrison 21 (Ga Tech)& Daniel 16 (Parkview high)
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Crafts, Mom stuff, reading & going to the gym.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
I was fortunate to marry a great guy who has made life both fun and very interesting. Watching our boys grow up and seeing that they have
a good time in school.. Building a life and family I can be proud of.
Having a life full of friends and good times.
What’s important to you now?
All of the above
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
A home on the lake that my kids and Grandkids (hopefully) will want to visit.
That may take longer than 10 years to get there but that is our goal.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion?
My closest high school girlfriends-who I never see anymore.
I look forward to seeing everyone but am so worried that I won’t recognize people because I
still picture most everyone as young eighteen year olds. …and of course I worry that no one will
remember me at all. It should be fun.
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Name:
Cindy Caldwell Pickard
E-Mail Address: jp3457@aol.com
Address:
455 Wavetree Drive, Roswell, Ga. 30075
Occupation:
dental assistant
Phone:
770-642-2193
Family Information that you’d like to share:
Spouse - Jim. We have been married for nine years. I have three stepchildren and eight grandchildren.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
I love traveling, gardening, cooking and doing charity walks and runs in my spare time.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
I am very fortunate to have a job I love for the past 29 years with the same dentist. I met Jim, my husband, 11 years ago and that is probably
the single best thing to happen in my life.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
I finally took the plunge to remarry in 1995. Never say never! We have a great life together. Since I never had children of my own, I really
enjoy my relationship with Jim's children and love our grandkids so much. They were all born after our marriage so they really think of me as
their grandmother. It is cool! The worst most significant thing was my father died two years ago from cancer. Life goes on but time spent with
family is very precious to me.
What’s important to you now?
My marriage, being with family and friends, staying healthy and enjoying life.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Retired, living the good life, with Jim.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
Everybody….catching up will be a blast! Who will I recognize and who will I not? It has been a long time!
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Name:

Constantine L. Campbell, II
Deceased.
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Name:
Hartford Campbell
E-Mail Address: hartfordsr@comcast.net
Address:
P.O. Box 1604, Decatur, GA 30031
Phone:
770-633-3429
Occupation:
I am self-employed as a realtor and insurance agent. I specialize in buying foreclosures for investors at the DeKalb County courthouse on the
first Tuesday of each month rain or shine.
Family Information that you’d like to share:
My greatest achievement of which I had very little control over is my four precious children and as Tommy Southard can attest to I have
proved conclusively that genetics passes straight through from the Mother to the kids!!!! My oldest is Catherine who’s at UGA and a Phi Mu,
Hartford Jr. is a rising sophomore at the great Wofford College who by the way beat Furman in football this year! Thomas will be a senior at
Druid Hills and is a hell of a soccer player and helped Coach Nance’s team go deep in the state soccer playoffs this year, Ben is a rising Druid
Hills sophomore and loves his baseball and AAU basketball.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
I miss most Mom and Dad who both passed in the last ten years and who lovingly sent six kids through Druid Hills.
If you’d prefer to provide other stuff, that’s great; please do so in this space:
I have been divorced and am here to tell you this will test a man and perhaps make him more loving. I look forward to seeing all of the beautiful
Red Devil women who have gotten even more beautiful and wiser with time and I pray one will get me a date!! Of course I look forward to
seeing my devoted tennis teammates whom I apologize for not keeping up with better but let us all begin anew with vigor and energy and
purpose! Please call me for lunch anytime!
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Name:
Dana Coleman Monsees
E-Mail Address: danamonsees@yahoo.com
Address:
3392 Spinnaker Way, Acworth, GA 30102
Occupation: Operations manager for Motion Industries
Phone:
770-917-0620
Family Information that you’d like to share:
Edwin and I have been married for 19 years. We have two boys – David (15) and Michael (12).
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Watching the boys play soccer, boating, hiking, camping, and reading.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Getting married and watching our children grow up – they are such a pleasure and have taught us so much!
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Raising our boys – watching them learn, change and grow. They take most of our time and energy.
What’s important to you now?
God and our family.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Still working, hopefully we’ll be traveling more and the yard will finally get some attention!
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Name:
Address:
Phone:

Debbie (Crowder) Baker
2639 Frontier Trail, Atlanta, Georgia 30341
770.458.7148

E-Mail Address: Work: dbaker@sw-sn.com
Home: doyufeluky@yahoo.com
Occupation:
Office Manager of an Architectural/
Engineering / Design firm in downtown
Atlanta.

Family Information:
Divorced from Brad Dorsen (remember him?) after almost 20 years. Married to Grant Baker for a little over two years. I have a daughter,
Jaime, 25, a son, Cliff, 23, two stepdaughters, Elizabeth, 19, and Lindsay, 16.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Tennis and reading.
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Sure….it sounds like fun.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
My kids and my second marriage.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Not very exciting, but finally giving up the job of stay-at-home Mom and joining the workforce. (Working outside the home is definitely
easier).
What’s important to you now?
My family and friends.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Just about where I am now, but looking forward to retirement! Gosh, did I really say that? I’m sure we’re all way to young to retire anytime
soon!
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion?
Anyone I can recognize, I suppose. I was horribly embarrassed when I saw Jimmy Powell a few weeks ago and didn’t recognize him! I tried to
comfort myself in the fact that he didn’t recognize me, either. Luckily, Sharon (Porter) Troncalli was with me and had seen him recently at a
reunion planning committee meeting!
If you’d prefer to provide other stuff, that’s great; please do so in this space:
My life is pretty uneventful (now that my kids are no longer teenagers), so I’m mostly looking forward to seeing everyone again!
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Name:
John Culbreath
E-Mail Address: Jculbrea@colpipe.com
Address:
663 Warren Street NE Concord, NC 28025
Occupation:
Senior Environmental Specialist
Phone:
704-788-3930
Family Information that you’d like to share (ex. Spouse; Years Married; # of Children/Grandchildren, etc):
Married 25 years to the lovely Rosie Frazier; daughter Mandy, 18,
son Frazier, 16, and son Benjamin, 8. Yes, 8.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
playing music, being a soccer dad
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Sure
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Life with Rosie, raising kids, playing music with my daughter, seeing my son play high school football and soccer, jamming with Vasser
Clements, meeting Stephane Grappelli, getting a day job
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Another child!!!!
What’s important to you now?
Children’s future
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Another high school graduation
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
Too many to mention
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Name:
Address:

Mike Cutting
E-Mail Address: cuttinmd@fuse.net
1409 Hilltree Dr.
Occupation:
Delta Airlines
Cincinnati, OH 45255
Phone:
H 513-474-6131 cell 513-324-5439
Family Information that you'd like to share:
married 28yrs to NANCY CUTTING ; 4 Children (that lived), 3 beautiful girls, 1 great baby boy; 2 grandbabies, 1 boy, 1 girl
Hobbies/Special Interests:
my family are my most important and devoted interest..
other interests are my flower and veg. gardens,yard and home improvements. I like most sports(play,coach,watch). I like to hunt,camp and
train dogs. After GOD and my family
my best hobby / special interest is to watch or hear uga LOSE EVERYTHING to
ANYONE ANYWHERE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! TO HELL WITH GEORGIA!!!!!!!!!!!! GO JACKETS
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as '73 or '75?
not really
What's the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
GA.TECH, wife, 4 kids, 2 grandkids
What's important to you now?
family& friends
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Working or dead
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
I can't wait to see everyone but I must say I want to see the football players that I sheared BLOOD,SWEAT and
TEARS with. I've been blessed with such great memories of our high school years I don't wish to miss anyone.

Name:
Jennifer Donnelly Bauman
E-Mail Address: davisandjennifer@alltel.net
Address:
936 Eastman Mountain Rd., Tiger, GA 30576
Occupation:
Owner of a spinning and
Phone:
706-782-4051
fiber business, Dyed in the Wool
Family Information:
Davis and I have been married for 26 years. Our three sons are 22, 20 and 14. Russell is a senior at Sewanee, Austin is a sophomore at
Vanderbilt and Reid is an 8th grader at Rabun County Middle School.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Spinning, dyeing and knitting wool and other fibers, organic vegetable and herb gardening, hiking, camping, reading, just being outdoors.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Most of the last 30 years my focus has been on my family and we have thoroughly enjoyed raising our three boys. They have kept us busy
running to sports and music events and I’ve loved every minute of it.
What’s important to you now?
God and family
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
I hope to have more time to pursue hobbies and Davis and I may be able to take more time to travel or just sit on our porch and listen to the
cicadas.
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Name:
Rosie Frazier Culbreath
E-Mail Address: Roseculb@aol.com
Address:
663 Warren Street NE Concord, NC 28025
Occupation:
Pre-school teacher, mother
Phone:
704-788-3930
Family Information that you’d like to share (ex. Spouse; Years Married; # of Children/Grandchildren, etc):
Married 25 years to John Culbreath; daughter Mandy, 18, son Frazier, 16, and son Benjamin, 8.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
gardening, school volunteer
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
That’s fine.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
My journeys through life with John, seeing both our parent’s 50th wedding anniversary, and of course our children.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
The loss of my brother; the birth of our youngest son
What’s important to you now?
Our home, bringing up children
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Driving something besides a mini-van
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
Everybody
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Name:
Terry Gilbert Shelnutt
E-Mail Address: Tshel845@aol.com
Address:
1281 Eli Lane, Lawrenceville, GA 30045
Occupation:
Digital Imaging
Phone:
770-985-9736
Family Information that you’d like to share:
Spouse - Ronald Dean Shelnutt. Married – 13 years.
Children: Heather Nichole – 12, & Rachel Allison – 10 years old.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Writing, painting, & music.
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Yes.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Having my children.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
I went back to school.
What’s important to you now?
Taking care of my children and family, finishing my education, and becoming involved with world missions.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Working in another field, writing, and watching my girls grow up.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
Everyone, because it has been a long time since I have seen most of my classmates.
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Name:
Carolyn Godfrey
E-Mail Address: carolyngodfrey@earthlink.net
Address:
211 Middlefield Road, Palo Alto, California, 94301
Occupation:
Quality Analyst at Hewlett Packard
Phone:
650-326-3787
Family Information:
Together with Hal Prince for - heavens - I guess about 25 years. Have two boys, William (10) and Ben (8).
No grandchildren (you MUST be kidding).
Hobbies/Special Interests:
My kids go to a somewhat alternative school that encourages lots of parental involvement, so I spend a lot of time there. Hal and I like to play
recorders together. William and I take seven ballet classes per week between the two of us. I like to garden and encourage song birds to hang
out at our house.

Name:
Address:
Phone:

Alfred Goldsmith
1269 Chesapeake Dr Lilburn, GA
770-717-8821

E-Mail Address: alfred_goldsmith@yahoo.com
Occupation:
Scout Leader, Father, Cabbie,
Chief Officer in charge of Morale, Oh Yea I do still run
Goldsmith Electric (commercial only please)

Family Information that you’d like to share:
No Grandchildren, not for a long time, I’m not old enough, Cynthia and I have been married uh .. long time. Claire is 13, soccer star, Brilliant,
like me. Russell is 10, great breast stroke, thinks way out of the box. (used to get me in to see Glover, now they call it gifted)
Hobbies/Special Interests:
I still love the solace of a crisp frosty morning in my tree stand,/goose blind, and warming up to a cracklin fire with my comrades. Pulling some
kid up on skis for the first time in my beloved Lake Chatuge. My most special interest would be watching my contributions playing soccer,
swimming, playing Violin, acquiring a merit badge.
Would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75? Well sure!
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
It seems the standard answer is meeting your spouse, since I met my wife 35 years ago that kinda lets me off the hook. No No on second
thought maybe I better go with meeting my wife. Now also there was that nice buck with the 15 inch spread, and that time Russell and I
harvested 3 in one afternoon. Or was it when my dad shot his first goose at 82, he is 93 now… no no definitely it was meeting my wife.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
You know everything seemed perfect. Married the love of my life, 2 great kids, lake house, better than the Average Bear. Then a reality
check, Christmas a year ago Cynthia was diagnosed with breast cancer. It scared me to death. She was so brave going through the chemo.
Then in the midst of the nausea, making such a contribution at CDC. She was the first to identify the Coronavirus in the SARS outbreak. A
real life saver she is you know.(See if you can find the September 03 issue of Smithsonian Magazine) Well, I think God decided she could do
more good down here so she is doin fine now. A little mean now and then, and she doesn’t speak clearly when she’s on my left side.
What’s important to you now?
Passin the physical so I can go to Scout Camp. Can you believe they make you take a physical if you’re over 40 !!! What do they think I’m
gonna fall out on them or somethin…I’m no Granpa you know!
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
I’ll still be to young to be a GrandPa… Well I got a confession to make . I am a Great Uncle, twice. Children havin children you know. And I
guess I am losin a little hearing in my left ear (so stay on my right side if you mumble). But those Parkview Girls at the pool probably think I‘m
about late 20’s, maybe mid 30’s.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
I suppose If I really wanted to see you I wouldn’t wait for the reunion. But traveling at the speed of light trying to get everything in, there is
only time you make. So yes it will be good to see you all. I suppose since I have gotten on the Tanner Spam Email list it will be good to see
Carey Ulman, Massingil, Not that I regularly participate in that mindless web ring. I’d like to hear John play the banjo. See just how ugly
Mullins got.
If you’d prefer to provide other stuff, that’s great; please do so in this space:
So this is the soap box space. Well, you know how you couldn’t trust anyone over 30 when we were 18. The same is true, anybody over 60
may have Alzheimer’s. And what about that movie Remember the Titans. How come they left out the scene about Danny Cabinis, or
Streakin at Candler, or Rakestraw’s VW on the football field. I want to get my nickels back from Harold Reese. Coming from the Medlock
working class district we couldn’t afford it like the upper middle (N. Superior) and upper upper (by-way) crowds. Think about that, we had
some real diversity in our beautiful campusl, even had some Hispanics. But we really missed out on having Indians, Philippinos, Bosnians,
Koreans, Chinese, and all these Yankees that came down here . Guess we can make up for it now….. All in All it’s a wonderful life… Alfred
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Name:
Debra Goodman Halpern
E-Mail Address: debra56@bellsouth.net
Address:
3999 Allenhurst Drive, Norcross, GA 30092
Occupation: 'retired' high school teacher, bookkeeper
Phone:
770-447-0668
Family Information that you'd like to share:
Harold and I have been married 26 years (wow . that's over a quarter of a century!). Our 3 sons-Joshua (21), Ryan (19), and Benjamin (17) have brought us more joy and happiness than we could have ever wished. Since Josh and Ryan go to UGA, we're seeing a version of college
life that didn't exist 30 years ago at Georgia State!
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Playing tennis and being a huge sports fan of whatever sport my guys are playing
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as '73 or '75?
I wouldn't be against it, but I'm still trying to get to know everyone better from our own class.
What's the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Without a doubt, marrying and having my boys.
What's the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Probably my van turning 200,000 miles last month! Actually, I think watching two of my sons enter college jarred me into the reality that they
are indeed striving to be adults, while I am struggling to keep them under my wing.
What's important to you now?
Family and good health will always be important to me. Now that we are edging closer to empty-nesters, being together is even more
meaningful to me.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Hopefully alive and well and in my new dream home that I haven't found yet! I have a feeling that in 10 years the words "Grandma and
Grandpa" will be taking on a whole new meaning.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
I'm looking forward to seeing everyone that has taken the time to come and to personally thank those who have helped put our 30th reunion
together.
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Name:
Steve Grabia
E-Mail Address: Discman7775@aol.com
Address:
Asheville, NC
Family Information that you’d like to share:
Married Cheryl, a friend I knew very long time. She has been married before but after husband died about 7 years we still were friends but
over the past 3 years we started getting to be closer friends but over the past year we grew even closer & we got married on January 3 2004.
I inherited two daughters and 6 grandchildren which one really knew their real grandpa but all of them consider me their grandpa. I also have
known her daughters very long time and they do accept me as their new dad.
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Yes.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Meeting the right person even though it took a long time. I have been I felt close to that step a few times but almost seems something was
missing.
What’s important to you now?
My wife & new family.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Hopefully as happy as I am right now.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion?
And why? No particular person.
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Name:
Suzanne Griffin Stevens
E-Mail Address: Tommy@centralautos.net
Address:
533 Sterling Water Drive
Occupation:
Hairdresser
Phone:
770-312-3220
Family Information:
Tommy Stevens, married 24 years; 2 children, Patrick is 21 years old and a Junior at UGA. He has been involved in Karate since the age of 5
and is currently a 3rd degree Black Belt and world champion in sparring. He teaches and plans to have his own gym and training facility when
he graduates. Shelby is 18 years old and a senior at Central Gwinnett High School. She cheers for the Senior Coed Competition Squad at
Force cheerleading in Snellville. Her plans are to go to Kennesaw State University,Cheer for their competition squad and decide what her
major will be later.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Gardening, decorating, roaming around antique stores and traveling.
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as '73 or '75?
Sure!
What's the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
I really don't know how to choose. Great kid's, husband and beautiful new home? Maybe it's just coming to terms with the fact that I,m never
going to be 5'8" and 110 lbs! I've got my mother's knees now and that's O.K. because she's 76 yrs old and still gardening like crazy! I still have
both my Mom and Dad and that's a true blessing.
What's the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
My husband Tommy semi-retired and is home 24-7. He started an Ebay business and has other people running it
for him. Because of that,he is now at home and I leave 4 days a week to work. It seems kind of weird but natural at the same time.
What's important to you now?
Health, family, friends, church and Chloe,our 1 yr. old cat. She rules the roost!
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Owning my own business with people running it for me, planning weddings and dress rehearsals with my kids or maybe playing with my
grandkid'S and one fussy old cat.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why ?
Diane McNutt because she wasn't at the last one and I missed seeing her. Also, Sally because the only time I get to see you is at reunions!
To jog your memory, we've thrown these random thoughts around during our meetings that provoked some good laughs. Consider...
Doyle Oran?
Unfortunately I knew him much to well. I always wondered if he caught those people skipping I saw him running after out of my classroom
window. He was such a character you loved to hate.
Stunt Night?
Dolly, I never did learn how to tap dance! But I have done some singing at church. They love you no matter what!
Senior Play?
I am the furthest thing from being the town gossip you have ever seen. The main thing I remember was Mr. Morgan throwing a chair on the
stage because we were not behaving. Imagine that!
High School Romances?
Only in my mind!
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Name:
Alfred Hanner
E-Mail Address: awhanner@yahoo.com
Address:
PO Box 11992, Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
Occupation:
Internal Organizational Consultant
Phone:
+966 3 874-5271
Family Information that you’d like to share:
Married to Susan for 14 years and we have a 9 year old son, Arthur. Grandchildren are a looong way off.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Scuba diving, theatrical productions, photography, cooking and of course Cub Scouts & Little League.
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Either way is fine with me.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
The journey, sometimes it was up and sometimes it was down, but seldom has it been boring. The journey includes a wonderful family, great
education, and chances to explore.

What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
The birth of my son, Arthur, who puts life in a whole new perspective. Kids are a lot of fun, I just wish I was younger to keep up with him.
What’s important to you now?
Spending time with my family exploring the wonders of nature, helping organizations learn together, creating a future that is better than our
past.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Hopefully, semi-retired sitting back and watching the world go by, working when the mood strikes. (well we can all dream can’t we)
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
Being back in the States where the wine has corks and the beer is real. Following that, renewing acquaintances and memories of long ago
when I passed through Druid Hills.
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Name:
Lisa Harmon
E-Mail Address: lhoday@yahoo.com
Address:
4001 Hobbs Road, Greensboro, NC 27410
Occupation:
Marketing Attorney
Phone:
336-282-8972
Family Information that you’d like to share:
Single, no children.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Anything outdoors – gardening, running, walking, biking.
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
More interested in class of 75 What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Have had a very good career – lots of opportunity to meet people, travel and make a difference. Been lucky to work with great people, make
some good friends, and stay in touch with them through a couple geographic moves.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Finding love ‘the second time around’
What’s important to you now?
Living a full life, with lots of love and friends. Financial comfort too!
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Loving life, traveling, still trying to create the kind of workplace where I want to be.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
People – that’s all that matters.
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Name:
Herschel Hatcher
E-Mail Address: HerschelH@Perimeter.org
Address:
3860 Gallant Fox Ct., Duluth, GA 30096
Phone:
678-475-0683
Occupation:
Assistant Pastor at Perimeter Church, Duluth, GA. In my position I focus on providing pastoral care to people ages 45-60 (~1000 people in
our church), in getting them into small groups for the purposes of mutual ministry and
spiritual growth, and I also write and edit the
discipleship materials used by Perimeter Church and ~ 50 other churches (to date).
Family Information:
Married for 12 yrs. to Gail (Palmer), DHHS Class of ’78. We have 2 sons, Herschel Hatcher, IV (nicknamed Ivy), 10 yrs. old, and Branson, 8
years old.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Music (guitar and singing), Writing, Drama, Basketball, Bicycling with my family, and whatever my kids are into at the moment.
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
If we did, I’d rather combine with ’75 and even ’76.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
In chronological order:
• Becoming a follower of Christ (1980)
• Becoming a professional Counselor (1984)
• Getting Married (1991)
• Having Children (1993 and 1995)
• Entering the Ministry (1995)
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Instead of an event, it was a particular year that was a turning point for me. In 1995, two important things happened: my 2nd son, Branson,
was born, and I changed careers to become a Pastor.
What’s important to you now?
My faith in God, my family, and my ministry.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Doing the same things, perhaps in a smaller setting.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion?
I’d have to say that I’m looking forward to seeing everyone. Druid Hills was a very special place and time in my life and everyone who shared
that experience with me is someone I’d like to see again. Thanks to the Reunion Committee for providing these opportunities for us to get
together again.
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Name:
Ron Haynes
E-Mail Address: naturecorners@mindspring.com
Address:
401 Journey’s End Peachtree City, Ga. 30269
Occupation:
Restaurant General Manager
Phone:
770-486-0192
Family Information that you’d like to share:
Wife-Connie, married 22 years, 2 children- Rebecca 21( senior at UGA), Caitlin 16( sophomore at McIntosh High)
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Golf, Travel, cooking
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Watching my daughters grow up into beautiful and responsible young women.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Seeing my oldest girl graduate from High School and then go to college and be so much more focused and driven to succeed than I ever was.
What’s important to you now?
Just being happy
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Hopefully retired!!!!!
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Name:
Margaret Holmes King
E-Mail Address: bandmking@mindspring.com
Address:
830 Brannon Oaks Lane, Cumming, GA 30041
Occupation:
Project Manager for a
Phone:
770/889-8107
software development company.
Family Information:
Widowed after a 15 year marriage; 2 stepchildren, 4 stepgrandchildren.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
motorcycling, blacksmithing.
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
I wouldn’t mind combining with class of 73 – had a lot of good friends in that class.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
My marriage – 15 years of fun!
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
The death of my husband.
What’s important to you now?
Life – enjoying it, not sweating the small stuff – keeping everything in perspective – enjoying each day for what it has to offer and not wishing
it away to get to the next.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Still enjoying life – hopefully sharing it with someone significant.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
Everybody – it’s always fun to see your close high school friends and then visit with those that you weren’t close to, but find out you have a lot
more in common with now than you did then. It’s fun to set aside all those groups that we all socialized in and just find out what’s up with
people. I always enjoy the reunions, but I enjoyed high school, too!
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Name:

Douglas McMaster Jackson
Deceased.
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Name:
Win Jackson
E-Mail Address: win.jackson@abc.com
Address:
111 West 88th Street, New York, New York 10024
Phone:
212-877-7708
Occupation:
Registered architect & construction manager; I have worked for the last 16 years at the American Broadcasting Company/Walt Disney
Company; currently as Director, Construction Services.
Family Information that you’d like to share:
Partner of 9 years, Paul Trantanella
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Real estate investment; apartment & house renovation; SCUBA diving
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Sure; better for party critical mass.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Meeting Paul; continuing investment in the New York area residential real estate market; European & SCUBA travel; learning to SCUBA
dive.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Ditto above.
What’s important to you now?
My excellent relationship with Paul and our friends in New York; my excellent relationship with my parents; continued good health; the next
travel destination.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Retired, living on a pension and SS; spending time on Fire Island and upstate New York; building a house of my own design; owning some sort
of retail establishment; continuing to travel.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion?
The DHHS Class of 74 Red Devil Football Team, and the whole rest of the class. And why? I had such a great time with them all 30 years ago.

Name:
Brenda Jones Brown
E-Mail Address: bbrown@nextwavecolor.com
Address:
902 Robinson Road Dahlonega, GA 30533
Occupation:
Customer Service Manager
Phone:
706-864-9187
for a Digital Printing Company
Family Information that you’d like to share:
Married to Dean Brown for 21 years, 2 children, daughter – Dena (18 years of age), freshman at North Georgia College, son - Dylan (12 years
of age), 6th grade.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
boating, scrap booking, and spending time with my family. Watching Dylan play baseball and football. Shopping, heart to heart talks with
Dena. Time spent alone with my husband.
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Doesn’t matter.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Getting married to my best friend, Dean. Having two of the most caring, loving and thoughtful children possible. Living a very laid back simple
life. No stress except for working in a printing company.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Building our log home in the North Georgia Mountains. Experiencing teenagers learning to drive.
What’s important to you now?
Spending time with my family, & taking care of my mom and dad.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Still in the North Georgia Mountains sitting on the porch, waiting for Dena to fulfill her dream of becoming an attorney, and Dylan to graduate
from college.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? I will not be there. And why? I will be out of town.
If you’d prefer to provide other stuff, that’s great; please do so in this space:
Remembering times such as - lunches with Ms. Evans at Stan’s Sandwich Shop. Rides to school with Pam Dobbs, Susan Hill and Kathy Abney.
All the fun times and long talks with Asa.
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Name:
Address:

Alfred Key, Jr. / Al Key / Re-Bo / #33
1063 Cherokee Heights,
Stone Mountain, Georgia 30083

Phone: (404) 297-9307
E-Mail Address: BigAl2bigBear@aol.com

Birthday:
January 22, 1956 / Can you believe it, I am 48 years old as of couple weeks ago. Now, I can't walk for ten feet without getting tired. Back in
1974, I never got tired; after football or basketball practice, I would go home a play some more basketball at our neighbor recreation center,
which was about ten yards from my home. Those was the good old days!
Occupation:
Retail Manager/ for past 25 years/ sick right now with bone disease, but doctor say it can be control with the right medication and I should be
able to search for a sedentary job within six to eight months from now.
Family Information:
Married 18 years to Jacqueline McCommon Key. No children My Loving mother passed in September of 1999 / I love her so much!
Hobbies/Special Interests:
photography, drawing, writing poems, fixing things, working on cars, and helping out at my niece and nephew school. I would like to one day,
when I get my bone disease under control.
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as '73 or '75?
It sound good.
What's the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
I found Jesus Christ! Also, I met my wife! Back in 1976, I received an Associate Degree in Science and in 1981, I received a Bachelor of
Business Administrative Degree from Georgia State University.
What's the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
I began a Deacon! Also, my niece and nephew moved down the street from me and I see them about two or three time a week. They are the
closest thing I have to having my own kids.
What's important to you now?
Getting well and possible working with children in teaching or counseling.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Living a healthy life doing work that I really enjoy!
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion?
Randy Tanner, Tommy Southhard, Mike Cuttin, Al Shepherd, Glenn Boise, Gary Ulman, Honeycuts, Stuart Patton, Steve Mullin, Jackson's
twin, Coach Racstraw and coach Manwherere and any one who remember me.
And why: Because they gave me so many great memories.
If you'd prefer to provide other stuff, that's great; please do so in this space:
Do anybody know why our assistant principal car was on block and had class of 1974 spray painted all over it after we came out from the
graduation commencement?
To jog your memory, we've thrown these random thoughts around during our meetings that provoked some good laughs; Consider...
McDonalds?
Eat there after football practice three to four time a week.
Doyle Oran?
Was he the assistance Principal?
North Building?
Too close to the assistance principal office. As you can see, I was afraid of the assistant principal because he told me if he ever caught me
doing something wrong, I would never play any more football nor basketball ever again at Druid Hill. This keep me in line.
Catwalk?
Make out cat walk.
Senior Class Trip?
Bad memories! Some people die!

Sports/Clubs/Activities?
I played Football for four years, three years of basketball, and coolest athlete at Druid Hill.( They gave me the " Joe Cool, Superstar" award as
a gag gift during our football banquet.
Memorable classes &amp; teachers?
Mrs. Simmon, the mother of one of my girl friends, all of the coaches, Ms. Adam, Ms. Lafett, and Mr. Glover, who helped me by talking to me
face to face and who also, keep me from having to go to the assistant principal, because he knew I was afraid of assistant principal.
High School Romances?
Donna Simmon, a few who I forgot their name, and some groupies (football and basketball players' fans).
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Name:
Neal Kuniansky
E-Mail Address: nealk56@msn.com
Address:
16 Lake Attitash Road; Amesbury, MA 01913
Occupation:
Director in a small world-wide
Phone:
978-388-9390
Braille software company.
Family Information:
I married Gayle and we have 3 fantastic grandchildren two speak with funny British accents.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Laughing, International travel and volunteer projects related to Blindness technology and education. Reading, swimming, family, food,
wondering how I have survived this long and why time passes so quickly How have I managed to spend the last 25 plus years involved with
computers?
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
No strong feelings in any direction. Might be an interesting idea.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Number one would have to be meeting my wife and having us both be insane enough to take the leap with each other. Secondly would be
discovering other cultures and travel experiences and our international work with Braille technology rewarding vocation.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Marriage
What’s important to you now?
Family, leaving the world a better place than I found it.
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Name:

Jane Elizabeth Lawrence Dunn
(I've gone by "Elizabeth" for the past 25 years.)
9 Stoneybrook Ln., Garden Valley, ID 83622
208-462-4000

E-Mail Address:
Occupation:

edunn@pineywoodsdesign.com
Website design, hosting & promotion
(Piney Woods Website Design)

Address:
Phone:
Family Information:
Married to Paul for 22 years. 2 daughters, 1 stepdaughter, 1 grandson, 6 granddaughters, 4 dogs & 2 cats.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
I still play the violin. I do cross-stitch and applique and Paul & I like to garden, read, walk our mountain trails & collect movies.
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Yes. There are folks from each class I’d like to see.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
The #1 best thing would be meeting & marrying my best friend, Paul. Second would probably be finding my birth family in 1996. My birth
mother died when she was 21, but the rest of the family was very welcoming. We still keep in touch and visit. The third best thing would be
our trip to Australia in 2002.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
1st would be finding my birth family. Second would be our 6-week trip to Australia / Cook Islands in 2002.
What’s important to you now?
Paul, our four-legged furry kids, our church life and my business.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Retired and living here in Idaho, coastal Maine, or Tasmania (Tasmania, if we win the lottery!)
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion?
I originally didn’t think I’d come to this reunion. But after working on the reunion website, I’ve come to realize that we all have our “issues”
with our past and that most of us have grown past them. I’m now very much looking forward to seeing all of the members of the class of ’74.
I'd also love to see Wayne Markman. He’s my “brother.” We were both born on April 12, 1956 in North Carolina and both adopted. I’d also
like to see Michael Rice. He was always a good friend.
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Name:
Anne LeVert McCabe
E-Mail Address: anne_mccabe@gwinnett.k12.ga.us
Address:
3272 Brookshire Way, Duluth, GA 30096
Occupation:
secretary
Phone:
770-476-2484
Family Information that you’d like to share:
Married 25 years to Joe McCabe; two daughters, ages 21 and 23
Hobbies/Special Interests:
reading, going to the movies, shopping with my girls
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Sounds great to me!
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
The best things to have happened to me in the past 30 years, are my marriage, and the births of my daughters.

What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
My most significant event happened just prior to the 20-year reunion. My dad died in December, 1993. Although his death was so very sad
for me and my family, I consider myself lucky to have had him as a father, and that my husband and girls were so close to him. I also learned a
great lesson in inner strength, from my mom. She has become such an inspiration to me.
What’s important to you now?
Being with my family and friends.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
In 10 years, I see myself nearing retirement, and possibly living in Newton County, on some acreage if my husband has anything to do with it!
I also see us as being grandparents!
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
I don’t know if I’ll be at the actual reunion, but am hopeful to make it to Manuel’s. Seeing anyone and everyone will be great.
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Name:
Vicki Lindsey Parker
E-Mail Address: Eparkers5@aol.com
Address:
721 Hambrick Dr., Lilburn, Ga. 30047
Occupation:
teacher
Phone:
(770) 806-0589
Family Information that you’d like to share:
Married to Ed for 24 years, 3 daughters-Lindsey (18), Katie (14) and Susan (12)
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Playing the piano, cooking, camping, traveling, and doing anything with my family
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Sure, either or both
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Marrying Ed, the births of my 3 girls, and teaching at Smoke Rise Elementary
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Determining recently that we are moving to Alabama because of a job change for Ed—new job, new house, new schools, new friends—a lot
of changes!
What’s important to you now?
My family is extremely important to me.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Still teaching to pay for colleges and weddings!
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
I can’t come this time because my daughter is turning 15 on Saturday, the 26th, and we are having a big party. I really enjoy seeing the people
who went to DHHS and UGA with me because we had some great times together.
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Name:
Georgia Kay Lord
E-Mail Address: glord@attorneysforemployees.com
Address:
5520 Smokerise Drive, Stone Mountain, GA
Occupation:
Attorney
Phone:
770/934-7523
Family Information that you’d like to share:
Married 23 years to a wonderful man, Lynn Leuszler; have one son, 18, David Leuszler, who just finished his freshman year at Georgia Tech.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Gardening, Politics. Have been active in the Atlanta Friends Meeting (Quakers) for the last 23 years – we started attending when we were
engaged – and you can sometimes see our family at peace demonstrations. I have actively supported the work of the American Civil Liberties
Union of Georgia for the past 20 years, serving on the Board of Directors for over a decade and handling a number of ACLU cases.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
It is such a cliché to say that the best things to happen to me have been meeting my husband and parenting our son, but it is true. Their love
and support and the joy they bring to my life makes so many other things possible.
My work has also been very important to me. I am proud of the fact that my legal work has focused on efforts to correct injustices. I have
primarily worked as a civil rights lawyer, bringing cases on behalf of those whose civil rights were violated. These have included a recent
broad-scale successful effort to make MARTA vehicles more accessible to persons with disabilities; a first amendment challenge to a
restrictive parade and demonstrations ordinance (the litigation enabled a Gainesville coalition of wonderful organizations to continue their 20
year tradition of King Day pilgrimages and other actions); a case that required a local courthouse to make itself accessible to persons who
could not climb stairs instead of simply turning them away; cases involving the posting of the Ten Commandments in public buildings; a
challenge to one community’s practice of teaching Bible verses and stories in the primary grades of its public schools; a jail conditions case; and
lots and lots of individual employment discrimination and sexual harassment cases.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Probably the fact that my husband survived a near death experience. Actually, this is the second time he has done this, both involving major
heart surgery. The other time, 13 years ago, his heart actually stopped about a week after surgery but he was resuscitated (thankfully!). He
deserved a good “tunnel of light” story but does not have one. This last time he almost bled to death during 14 hours of surgery then had bigtime complications during recovery. He recovered fairly quickly, is doing well now, and is incredibly strong, an incredible source of strength for
me. In a way, these years have been “found time”, when we got to keep him even after he was almost taken away from us. On the other
hand, I am greedy; I want to have AT LEAST another 23 years with him.
What’s important to you now?
I am very concerned about the direction of our country and the world we are leaving our children.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
One of my goals is to avoid becoming peevish. [I hope it is not too late …..]
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
I am looking forward to seeing and listening to anyone who does not tell “lawyer” jokes. Sorry, but I work too hard for things I care about to
think these jokes are funny, and yes, I have probably heard the clever new one you think I wouldn’t have heard yet. I would love to hear others
recollections of some of the same things I recall, as I have increasingly found that the same event can seem completely different when viewed
through another person’s prism of experiences.

If you’d prefer to provide other stuff, that’s great; please do so in this space:
I’d love to compare thoughts with people on what lessons and practical tips they think are the most important to pass on to their kids as they
embark upon young adulthood. For instance, it has been strange watching myself, my spouse, and our friends advising our assorted kids on
what college to choose: some people are directly bossy, some take a total hands-off “it’s his decision and his responsibility” attitude, and some
(like me) try to kid ourselves that we are not telling them what to do even though it is clear we are doing so indirectly.
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Name:
Darlene Lowry Lathem
E-Mail Address: dlathem@cuautolease.com
Address:
462 Lake View Trace #20672, Jasper, Georgia 30143
Occupation:
Operations Manager at
Phone:
770-893-1191 (cell phone 770-605-1551)
Alliance Leasing Corporation
Family Information that you’d like to share:
21 year old son, Brandon Thomas Lathem and 18 year old daughter, Rebecca Leigh Lathem
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Working with the Lions Club
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
My children – they are wonderful!!!
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Name:
Mayra Martinez Loeber
E-Mail Address: dloeber@comcast.net (hm),
Address:
2696 South Arbor Drive
mayra.loeber1@wachovia.com (wk)
Phone:
770-924-3170
Occupation:Wachovia Securities - Broker Sales Asst.
Family Information that you’d like to share:
I have been married to Don for almost 18 years (He was actually my date to the 10th reunion), and I have two wonderful kids, Mandy (33) and
Donny (25). No I did not have them in HS…“technically” I am the Step Mom (definitely not wicked though!!) No grandkids yet, but two
grand-dogs. Bailey (very smart and loves to give High 5’s) and Marley, 6 month old black lab baby. We also have 2 cats and a very old, but
spunky, Peke dog (Misha).
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Diggin’ in the dirt and playing with flowers (either growing or arranging), quilting, hooking (rugs that is!), and creating dolls and angels. Top
that off with volunteering with kids (Rainbows) and church, and it does not leave much time to just be idle.
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Sure, the more the merrier.What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years? Meeting Don and sharing my life with him and the
kids. He is my absolute best friend and you can always count on him for a laugh!
Even after 18 years, he still surprises me.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Almost dying from a misdiagnosed and eventually ruptured appendix….It taught me to stop sweating the small stuff and focus on family and
friends. Life is soooooooo fragile, and working non stop doesn’t matter in the end. What matters most? A clean desk? Or a friend’s smile,
and a Hug from someone you love?? No contest in my mind!
What’s important to you now?
Obviously…Family and friends.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Retired with Don, living on water…Lake, river, or beach…not choosey…enjoying sunsets and hopefully spoiling lots of grandkids!
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
Everyone….I have only kept up with Cindy Caldwell, so it will be a blast catching up with the rest!
If you’d prefer to provide other stuff, that’s great; please do so in this space:
My best memory is of Oran getting his due from none other than my Mother…..Do you remember that LONGGGGG list of what rules (or
commandments) we got the first week of our senior year? It made this kid jump from goody two shoes to Queen of skipping (lunch period
that is). Who was he to tell us that campus was as “far as the eye could see”, but you were off campus if you crossed the street. Dahhhhh I
could SEE the other side of the street! Anyway, that fateful day a car full of us decided McDonalds was more tempting than the slop in the
lunch room. Being the unexperienced crew that we were….we got caught on the way back in. Oran was an expert at hiding under rocks! Of
course our parents were called in after school. I thought my strict Cuban mother was going to kill me and ground me for life. As soon as
Oran explained why I was in the wrong, and now branded a terrible kid…My Mother proceeded to rip him a new one! How dare he keep kids
from eating a decent meal? She would not feed our dogs the crap they served in the lunchroom. And why was he wasting his time with me,
when she could smell the pot coming from the boys bathroom. Oran was speechless (one of those rare times), and I was freed without
detention. When we got back to the car, I thought the othershoe would drop, but all she said was….”Don’t get caught again!”. What can I
say? She was my hero and I will never forget the look on Oran’s face that afternoon. It kept me motivated, and I enjoyed a year long of
McDonald and Zesto lunches!!!!!!
There were many other “good” memories, but they pale in comparison to that day!
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Name:
Bill Massengill
E-Mail Address: bill.massengill@micromeritics.com
Address:
2395 Camp Mitchell Road, Grayson, GA. 30017
Occupation:
International Service Manager
Phone:
770 554 8612
Family Information:
Married-20 years to my wife Kim. Have 2 children: son, Trey (he’s a 3rd) who is 17 years old;
Daughter, Samantha, who is 13 years old
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Hunting, fishing, boating, sailing, camping, golfing, snow-skiing, not necessarily in that order.
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
I ain’t scared. 75 might be fun………but then again, so might 73.

What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
#1: Survived my wild youth and lived to tell about it. #1 also: Got married and had a family.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Lost my mother.
What’s important to you now?
Family and friends and some time for myself.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
At another reunion and still Bowling for Big Brothers, Big Sisters.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion?
Looking forward to seeing everyone but if I had to name just one…………that might be my old-comrad-in-harm, The Bird.
Other memories:
Riding pine trees at Chandler, until one of the tops broke off. Streaking.
Float meetings?
Don’t remember many of those, of course, don’t remember much during that time. What were we talking about?
Mr ORAN?
The love of my life. Man, we were “tight”. Couldn’t keep him off my ass. I was faster than him, just ask him, but he could run in that 3-piece
suit of his. The man had a nose.
North building? Cherry bombs? Bottom floor bathroom?
Yeah, that rings a bell.
Catwalk:
Never saw the first cat out there. Saw some near the dumpsters of the cafeteria.
Senior Class Trip:
Yeah, I remember that. I LOVE jumping off TALL stuff and the boats were tall. Some did fine, others did not follow my instructions and got
hurt. Had to pull her out of the water. I brought back a coconut for my mom as a souvenir. Boy, was she impressed. Had my 15-minutes of
fame with the Drum Corp. Man, did we kick some ass or what? Halftime show of the basketball game…………..pep rally before the SW
Dekalb game. Earl, Wayne, David, Richard, myself and others…………..yep, we done good.
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Name:
Fritz Mayer
E-Mail Address: fmayer@duke.edu
Address:
2422 W. Club Blvd., Durham, NC 27705
Occupation:
Professor, Duke University
Phone:
919 286-7488
Family Information that you’d like to share:
I have been married to Mary Kay Delaney for nearly 16 years. Mary Kay is principal of Immaculata Catholic School in Durham, after having
been a professor of education at Meredith College in Raleigh for several years. We have three boys, Paul (14) and twins Michael and David (12).
Hobbies/Special Interests:
I continue to be involved in sports, but now mostly coaching and cheering at my boys’ basketball and baseball games.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
The best thing by far is my family. I am so fortunate to be married to Mary Kay and to have three wonderful sons. There have been many
other great things as well in 30 years: my time at Harvard as undergraduate (1974-78) and graduate student (1982-88), my year playing
professional basketball in Europe (All England, 1978-9!), the great honor of being the commencement speaker at Druid Hills in 1981 (while I
was editor at the CloseUp Foundation, also a great job), a year and a half working for Bill Bradley in the US Senate in 1993-94, and 15 years at
Duke where I have had the opportunity to teach so many wonderful students and meet so many interesting people.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Getting tenure at Duke.
What’s important to you now?
Time with my family, teaching my students, building the public policy program at Duke, and trying to have some small impact on US politics
and policies.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
I expect I will still be at Duke (they can’t get rid of me now), looking up at my grown boys when they come home to visit (they will not be
living at home), writing more and administering less, and, perhaps, playing some role in making American foreign policy.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
There are so many people I look forward to seeing--those of you I’ve kept in touch with (poorly, I admit) and those of you I haven’t seen in 30
years--that I can’t single out anyone. If I could see one person who won’t be with us, however, who I have missed for 30 years and still think of
often, who perhaps more than any of us embodied what was great about our time at Druid Hills, it would be Costa
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Name:
Rusty Mayer
E-Mail Address: mmbmayer@aol.com
Address:
728 Clairemont Avenue, Decatur, GA 30030
Phone:
(404) 377-0385; (404) 643-5807
Occupation:
Criminal defense lawyer with Fulton County Public Defender's Office (total of 14 years, two separate occasions, with 10 years of private
practice in between).
Family Information that you'd like to share:
Wife Marie, married 22 years, three daughters, Jessica 17, rising senior at Decatur High, Danielle 14, rising freshman at Decatur High, and
Nicole almost 10, fifth grade
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Golf, drinking, golf, drinking, fishing at Lake Burton, playing poker, golf, drinking, spending what seems like all the rest of the time at some
soccer field either coaching or watching girl's soccer, picking the guitar and emptying the fruit jar, seeking the perfect rub and sauce for the
BBQ (which obviously involves more drinking), working on the old money pit we call home, and home-grown tomatoes.
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as '73 or '75?
Whatever.

What's the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Like a lot of other folks have responded, getting married and having children (although now I know why fish eat their young), but also not
growing old. The kids have kept me young, at least at heart, if not in body. Many things have been significant, from a father and a step-father
dying, to getting out of college and law school and having to make one's way in the world. Every day can be significant.
What's the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Besides the birth of a third daughter, and spending a couple of years at home with her as a house-husband, seeing my second daughter, who
was medically challenged at birth, become an incredible soccer player, both at the club level and at middle school, where she was called up to
play for Decatur High as an 8th grader in middle school.
What's important to you now?
Family, work, friendships, what's gong in here in the City of Decatur, staying healthy, keeping folks out of jail, and in general, securing
individual liberties.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Hopefully working less and playing golf more, spending more time at the lake or the beach, and getting the kids out of the house and on thier own.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
Not sure I will make it to the soiree on Saturday, but will be at Manuel's on Friday night, and would love to see Joanne and Cecy, Birdman and
Dianne McNutt. Hopefully someone has invited Mrs. Eyles, John Hampton and Robert Morgan. Where would we be without them? There
are many people I would like to see from our class, and some I see every now and then around town, but I guess it just depends on who shows up.
If you'd prefer to provide other stuff, that's great; please do so in this space:
Candler? Do you guys know what really happened over at Candler? During the school day? At night? Everybody's? We drank there during
the day and at Moe's and Joe's at night! Ask Keith Honeycutt about sweating out the beer from lunch at basketball practice in the afternoon.
Skipping Roy Daniel's class to go eat breakfast as Evan's. Running puke drills for Coach Perry. Driving to golf matches at Mystery Valley with
the Birdman (yeah, we were ready to play), ditto with the baseball games at whatever school we were playing. Getting busted by Doyle. That
was special. Mr. Glover being clueless the whole time. Sam's pool. Senior play, a total blast. Lots of fun, learned a little about life. One last
shot, since we get to put what we want, to use the commercial: Law School degree: $35,000.00, New suit: $450.00, Haircut and
shoeshine,: $45.00, Hearing the words Not Guilty: Priceless!
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Name:
Steve McGriff
E-Mail Address: STM404@HOTMAIL.COM
Address:
68 Peachtree Memorial Drive #1
Occupation:
Artist
Phone:
404-351-1751
Family Information:
I am with Joe, who I met 30 years ago in NYC. He followed me to LA. He followed me to Atlanta. We have two boys, Jake and Beau, who
enjoy eating plants, especially catnip. ***See website for pictures of Jake and Beau.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Digging in the dirt, painting/drawing, walking the beach.
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Sure!
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
I met Joe.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Returning to my roots in Atlanta.
What’s important to you now?
My family, my friends and the support I receive from both.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Barefoot on the beach with a drink in my hand, yellin’ at Joe to get out of the water and start makin’ dinner.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
I hate this question. I want to see everybody! Cause I miss them.
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Name:
Diane McNutt-Perrin
E-Mail Address: dimcp1@AOL.com
Address:
39-40 Greenpoint Avenue, #1E, Sunnyside, NY, 11104
Occupation:
publicist
Phone:
718-937-1459
Family Information that you’d like to share:
Husband: Tony Perrin. No children 2 grand-children by Tony’s son/wife ages 5 & 7, who call me di di. Tony’s family all live in England.
Mother is living in Newnan, Ga.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
reading, millinery, gambling.
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Not particularly as I do not really remember anyone from those classes.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Meeting Tony and moving to NYC.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Started my company, Bookdirect, Inc.
What’s important to you now?
Family.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Less stressed and having more leisure time.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
I’m looking forward to seeing a lot of people. I attended the very first reunion. A lot of time has passed since then and a lot of people I have
not seen since then. Oh yes, and I guess I should add a special note about seeing Jeff Asher to personally give him a nudge. Oh, I mean a hug!
Also, looking forward to seeing the Medlock group.

Name:

Laurie Miller (now Lila-kesavi Miller) (deal with it)
E-Mail Address: kesavi@comcast.net
(call me anything you want)
Occupation:
Menial worker for a small healthcare
Address:
1728 Fairway Hill Drive, Atlanta
management consulting firm
Phone:
404-493-5473
Family Information that you’d like to share:
I’m in my second marriage, to a swell guy named Rasanath (again, deal with it), and I’m going to stay married if it kills me. We’ve been married
12 years. No kids, unfortunately, but right now I have a very cute Beagle named Kalindi who barks all the time.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
I’d say my main interests still revolve around music. I sing in a band, but we’re all old and busy, so we don’t perform nearly as often as we’d like
to. But I’m really good and someday I’ll win a Grammy. I’m sure of it. I am working on a solo CD, and it should be done by 2010 or so. The
wheels of fame grind slowly.
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Sure, sounds like fun. Both classes.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Becoming a Hare Krishna. Becoming a vegetarian. Meeting my good husband. Realizing how lucky I am to have such a great family. I do love
my sisters and my parents!
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Um, gee, sorry. My life is kind of boring. Joining PETA? Oh! We bought our first home, and our agent was none other than Nancy Bent, who
serendipitously works with my brother-in-law, Bill Adams (Carol’s husband). So, yeah, that was very cool. It’s good to be able to trust your
agent.
What’s important to you now?
Animal rights, God consciousness, giving back to my parents all they’ve given to me (as if), and trying to change into a loving and giving and
tolerant person before I die and go to hell.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Well, like I said, I’ll be famous by then, so I definitely won’t be living in East Atlanta anymore. Maybe a big house on Lullwater, where I can sit
on the porch on a nice summer evening and watch high school kids drive through my yard with the headlights off. HOW did we live through
stuff like that? Seriously.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
Everybody. I have to agree with Mark Smith in that the longer I’m here and the more people I get to know, the more I realize how really
incredibly fortunate we were to have such an idyllic situation at DHHS. Great people, great teachers, so much fun. And the experience of
reconnecting with some of you (or sometimes connecting for the first time, really) has been amazing. We’re a pretty forgiving bunch, too.
Thank goodness. Nothing like a little perspective to give you a little perspective.
If you’d prefer to provide other stuff, that’s great; please do so in this space: I can’t believe how boring Randy Tanner’s entry in this thing is.
You’d think he didn’t have a funny bone in his body. And he does. He’s pretty funny. For a republican.
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Name:
Kate Mitchell Withers
E-Mail Address: npwith@bellsouth.net
Address:
270 Mossy Way, Kennesaw, GA 30152
Occupation:
Housewife,part-time substitute teacher
Phone:
770-429-1502
Family Information that you'd like to share:
Nelson Withers (DHHS class of 73), married 24 yrs, 5 children-Malinda 21, Robert 19, James 16, John 13, Kathryn 9.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Tennis, Bible Study and Sunday School Shepherd,
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as '73 or '75?
Both and at the High School.
What's the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Faith and family.
What's the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Met my oldest daughter in Paris in Summer 2002 and had a blast.
What's important to you now?
Druid Hills gave me a civic sense of responsibility-especially Mr. Morgan's government class. I have referred to his class so many times when
explaining how important knowing about our govt. is and we have a say so-your vote counts. Being involved in my community and knowing
people around me and helping out. That's what's important to me now.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Traveling and doing mission type work. We have inherited a farm and will be planting perennials soon.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
Of course my chums who I've kept up with but everyone who comes. We had such a special class. I always felt like we jelled together well
and worked for the common good of each other.
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Name:
Address:

Gail Moore-Huie
735 Harbor Bay Drive
Lawrenceville, GA 30045
770-962-8683 - Home 770-822-2331 - Office

E-Mail Address:

gmhuie@bellsouth.net

Phone:
Occupation:
Editor, Publisher and Janitor at HomeFront Productions - The Grayson Gazette, The Loganville Times and
The Snellville Community News.
Family Information that you'd like to share:
I have been married to Keith Huie, from Kannapolis, NC for -ohmygosh - 9 years. I have a 13 year old daughter, Cori, from a previous bad
decision and an 8 year old daughter, Robin, who is truly that "late in life" blessing!

Hobbies/Special Interests:
I write, organize festivals, and I absolutely love to cook! The more the merrier!
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as '73 or '75? Perfect! I always loved those
guys!
What's the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Like everybody else, it absolutely has to be my kids and my beloved! But on a more thankful note, I am so thankful that I outgrew my disco
diva stage and can now enjoy some rock and roll and a little jazz.
What's the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
In the last 10 years, not realizing how little I know (although my kids tell me all the time), I started a pre-press production company and then
my little publishing empire out here in Grayson. It has helped me understand the meaning of community and allowed me to work with friends
and family. My children spend many afternoons here rolling papers with me, going to festivals and modeling for Kodak Moments and my dad
helps me deliver the paper. Its all a good thing, even if it never makes any money!
What's important to you now? Definitely my family, but we have made some really good friends out here in the 'burbs.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
I hope to have my kids toting me around and helping me get my walker out of the mini-van (wouldn't that be humiliating?) Actually, although
Keith
wants to retire to Montana when we win the lottery, I'm hoping to go somewhere a bit warmer!
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
I can't wait to see everybody! I especially want to spend some time with Braino Boy McGriff, Linda Sue (who only runs into me when she's
98 pounds and gorgeous and I'm 170, bloated and 8 months pregnant), and all of the gang from Desmond Drive! I can't wait to see Jennifer
Bugg - although I do run into her sometimes at strange restaurants! She is the one who introduced me to the power of the ouija board at her
slumber parties ... Elvis still haunts me!
If you'd prefer to provide other stuff, that's great; please do so in this space:
O.K., some things that still make me wonder why we didn't end up in jail (from Miss Goddy Two-Shoes) or warped forever - I remember
Senior Play rehearsal when we sneaked off to explore a haunted house in Decatur. How stupid were us girls when all the guys just had other
plans? Anyway, we got there and of course, the guys were hiding in the dark to scare us and we all screamed, bringing out the man with the big
ax - or was it a steak knife?
I remember riding around in Randy's big station wagon and everybody had to put their arms out the window and "stroke, stroke". I taught
that one to the girls - we always do it coming down our neighborhood street! Thanks for that one! How stupid were we to try not to giggle
while we were putting up banners for the football players in the middle of the night in Scottdale Mills? Did their parents ever know we were
coming? Another thing that helped mold me into the woman I am - dance lessons at Mr. Morgan's House. Can you imagine a teacher today
opening up their homes to a bunch of teenagers
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Name:
Candy Moseley Evans
E-Mail Address: wjtevans@bellsouth.net
Address:
85 Rivershyre Circle Lawrenceville, Ga 30043
Occupation:
Pediatric Nurse Practitioner
Phone:
770-682-1128
Family Information that you’d like to share:
I have been married to Bill Evans for 17 years , we have one daughter named Annabeth, 14years old and a dog named Scout.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
I still enjoy running and whitewater rafting.
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
I have no opinion either way.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
I would have to say getting and staying married and raising our daughter.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
I have no earthly idea. I lead a very quiet life in Lawrenceville that involves my family, work and church.
What’s important to you now?
Family
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Retired, volunteering at a soup kitchen , volunteering a children’s shelter, and traveling.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
Seeing everyone.
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Name:
David Moxley
E-Mail Address: toppurs@aol.com
Address:
2516 Burnt Leaf ln, Decatur Ga. 30033
Occupation:
sales and home remodeling
Phone:
404.636.6138
Family Information that you’d like to share:
15 married/ divorced in 2000
Hobbies/Special Interests:
fishing/ deep sea,
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
ok
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
My 2 daughters/ watching and helping them grow.
What’s important to you now?
Guiding my children through school. Retiring to boat @ sea.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
God willing, relaxing on the water around California/Mexico Baja
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
Everyone. To say what’s happen!!

Name:
Steve Mullins
E-Mail Address: steve_mullins@gwinnett.k12.ga.us
Address:
3722 Sarah’s Lane, Tucker, GA 30084
Occupation:
Teacher
Phone:
770 938-4501
Family Information that you’d like to share:
Married for 11 Years to Amelia Brown (DHHS, 73), 2 dogs, 1 cat, 8 fish, 0 Children
Hobbies/Special Interests:
travel, whitewater canoeing, golf
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Sure
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
My Marriage
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Ran the bulls in Pamplona, Spain with Richard Sparrow and Bartow Brown
What’s important to you now?
Having new adventures with my wife
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Retired and teaching English in Vietnam
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
Won’t be there (again). I will be in England.
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Name:

Breck Rodger Olson
Deceased.
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Name:
Stuart Patton
E-Mail Address: stuart.t.patton@smithbarney.com
Address:
3856 Colline Drive, Montgomery, AL 36106
Occupation:
Stock Broker with Smith Barney
Phone:
HM: 334-279-0987 WK: 800-526-0678
Family Information:
Married to Susan for 25 years. Two sons: Tim (23) and David (19).
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Fishing, beach, ball games.
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
I really feel the connection with our class, but whatever everyone wants to do.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
The blessing of a wonderful family is the best thing. I am also grateful that I found a career that I like.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Getting the children educated and out of the house. This “empty nest” thing is GREAT.
What’s important to you now?
Relationships with people. Trying to leave the things that I’m involved with better than they were when I found them.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Who knows?
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Name:
Terry Peek Cagle
E-Mail Address: terry.cagle@suntrust.com
Address:
942 Barton Woods Road, Atlanta, GA 30307
Occupation:
Accountant
Phone:
404-370-1429
Family Information that you’d like to share:
Spouse: Winston Cagle Married: 24 years Children: 2 Boys (Zach - 19 and Tyler - 16)
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Doing things with family and friends
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
That would be fine
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Getting married and having children
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Our oldest son graduated from Druid Hills last year
What’s important to you now?
Having a wonderful family
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Hopefully, retired and living on the beach
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
Everyone, it is hard to believe we have been out of school for almost 30 years.
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Name:
Address:
Phone:

Cecy Peeler Lincoln
2179 Godfrey Rd. East Thetford, Vermont
(yep that’s in the U.S.A.)
(802) 785-4243

E-Mail Address:
Occupation:

Cecylincoln@sover.net
massage therapist, mother, wife,
and all around neurotic human being

Family Information that you’d like to share:
20years of marriage , two boys:18 and 14
Hobbies/Special Interests:
embarrassing my boys, driving my husband nuts, hibernating when it gets to minus fifty degrees (with wind chill) in January, and pretending to
do a bunch of healthy things in between drinking wine(red in the winter, margaritas in the summer and straight bourbon in below zero
weather) and oh, yes, smoking a good cigar!
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
this is my first ever reunion , so I will defer to the professionals.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
EVERYTHING! The good and the bad. The good for the shear joy of it and the bad for hopefully learning something from it-if I can ever
remember what those “somethings” were!!!!!!!!!!!!!
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
ditto
What’s important to you now?
ditto
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
ditto
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
ditto
If you’d prefer to provide other stuff, that’s great; please do so in this space:
So remind me, “what job am I applying for?”
“Ditto,” because I have read some of the other memory answers and I will add my “ditto” to all of the above. Let’s all count our blessings and
take pleasure from the simple things (like snow melting in April and no crowds in Vermont)and the fact that we are here at all! I saw the
following and will pass it along: “life is not a journey to the grave with the intention of arriving safely in a pretty and well preserved body, but
rather to skid in broadside, thoroughly used up, totally worn out, and loudly proclaiming WOW-What a ride! And hopefully, we all found some
love along the way.”
See ya’ll in June!
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Name:
Alice Perdue Middour
E-Mail Address: amiddour@bellsouth.net
Address:
2070 Valiant Drive, Atlanta GA 30345
Occupation:
science teacher
Phone:
404 325-5001
Family Information that you‚d like to share:
I have 3 wonderful sons — Owen is 19 and will be a sophomore at UGA this fall. Thomas is almost 16 and will be a junior at Lakeside High.
William is 12 and will be a 7th grader at Henderson Middle this year.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
tennis
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as '73 or '75?
Since my younger brother Keith graduated in ‚75, that would be fun!
What's the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
My guys are definitely the best things. I'm lucky to have all my family still in Atlanta especially Claire.
What's the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
The end of my 22 year marriage and new beginnings!
What's important to you now?
Taking good care of three teenagers is at the top of the list. I want to stay healthy and happy and spend lots of time with my family and
friends. My students are important to me also.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Wow — I‚m not sure about that. I just realize that change is a good thing. William would have graduated from college and Qwen and
Thomas might be married!
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
My dearest friend in high school — Luann. We haven't seen each other in years but when we have talked it always felt the same as years ago.
I also look forward to seeing Randy and Diane — they have always been wonderful friends to me.
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Name:
Claire Perdue James
Occupation:
Management
Address:
4463 Jett Road
Phone:
404 255 1058
Family Information:
Married to Dennis H. James, 4 grandchildren under 4
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Golf. Cooking, Exercising, travel
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Sure 75
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Meeting my husband, Dennis
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Wonderful career, many fun trips, new beach home, lots of new babies and college age family members.
What’s important to you now?
The precious time left with our parents still here, time and effort for close family members, good times and sharing with friends, lots of time
outside.and staying healthy.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Having fun and staying young and healthy

Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion?
Everyone is special
If you’d prefer to provide other stuff, that’s great; please do so in this space:
I hope our teenagers don’t have the car chases that we did with the guys like Randy and Stuart and Tommy and David: but we know they do
and pray they will be as lucky as we all were.
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Name:
Address:

Richard Pitman
E-Mail Address: rpitmanbeach@comcast.net
2021 Plymouth Lane at the Commons,
Occupation:
Director of Marketing /
Northbrook, IL 60062
Business Services/ ARAMARK Corp.
Phone:
Home - 847.562.1504
Cell : 847.372.9657
Family Information that you'd like to share:
Annie and I have been married for 23 years. Halston is now 20, attends UTI. Logan is 11 and finishing the 5th grade.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Annual visits with the boys to snow ski. Caribbean destinations to leave it all behind with Annie and friends.
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as '73 or '75?
I prefer to keep just our group.
What's the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Watching kids grow up and excel once they find their niche. For Halston it is cars. Logan is learning tennis and should be on the stage. And all
the memories shared with Annie. I love to travel. One trip in particular was the four of us before Halston left for college, in Las Vegas seeing
“O” and Cher.
What's the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Learning the importance of a work life balance. After 10 years of totally giving myself to Kraft, my entire department was outsourced. Now I
refuse to work every night and weekend.
What's important to you now?
Doing my best professionally without as much drive to claw my way up. Spend more time with family. Laughing and Living.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Retired sitting somewhere on the NC or Southern shore.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
Probably the old cheerleading group. We were a very diverse group when you look back now. Of coarse Linda, but we see each other
occasionally on Delta flights or layovers. I am looking forward to seeing Tommy & Candy, I hear about them through our parents, which are
back door neighbors. Then there is my extended family, Debbie & Roy. Our dads are relatives and Roy does my brother, David's family's
teeth. And the old Medlock group, which used to gather on Diane McNutt's yard to catch the bus. I had my first visit with Mr Oran after
Massengill & I threw acorns at passing cars. Rosie and Johnny where did you go? Which Hilton Head trip do we want to talk about McGriff,
Lisa A.and Linda? Stunt night and the Senior play always brings back a smile. I always remember when I had Alice & Claire on either arm as
we had to step out in the dark and sit on the edge of the stage before the curtains opened. Margaret when do you want to go sit by the pool
of our English teachers apartment? And yes I am looking forward to a spin on the floor with Laverne, it will be a scream! Cindy do you
remember the yellow dress for Jr. Sr.? and what about the hair? The list goes on, but I can't forget the fun with Lisa P. and Joanne.
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Name:
Address:

Hal Platt
E-Mail Address: Hal@halplatt.com
2285 Peachtree Road #505
Occupation:
Software Consultant
Atlanta, Georgia 30309
Phone:
404-355-3765
Family Information that you’d like to share:
Single.
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Sure, we all know people from other classes, and it would be good to see them.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
I was going to delay submitting this questionnaire until something really exciting happened. Now I am about to miss the deadline, so I have to
submit without an answer.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
It will be great to see everyone. I am most looking forward to seeing people I had forgotten about after so many years.
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Name:
Sharon Porter Troncalli
E-Mail Address: troncalli@mindspring.com
Address:
5515 Smoke Rise Drive, Stone Mountain, GA 30087
Occupation:
Domestic engineer, some time student,
Phone:
770-934-9346
tennis bum, jewelry designer
Family Information: Charlie – married 28 years – 2 adopted children, Stephen 19, Lisa 17
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Tennis, jewelry design, photography, bird watching
Would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Yes, I think it might be fun.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Marriage, family, gaining self- confidence.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Charlie retired about 2 years ago. That has been an adjustment in our life style.
What’s important to you now?
Family, friends, good health
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Who knows? Probably much the same.

Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
Everyone. I think that as time goes by you realize that people are really the only thing that matters in life so I would like to hear how everyone is
doing.
If you’d prefer to provide other stuff, that’s great; please do so in this space:
I will start off by asking for your patience for my inner soul search. It’s funny how you view things in different stages of your life. When I
started Druid Hills in the 9th grade, I thought most of the people there were rich, pampered teenagers who looked down their noses at people
like me. I came from a poor family and probably had an inferiority complex. It didn’t help that I was extremely shy. I felt like a definite
outsider. I have no idea what most people thought of me but after working with the people on our 30-year reunion committee I realize how
wrong I was about the DHHS class. Everyone on the committee seems to be a warm and caring individual and I am very sorry that I did not
realize this in high school. I am still a little shy sometimes but I plan to make an effort to speak to everyone at the reunion this year in hopes of
righting my wrong of 30 years!
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Name:
Jimmy Powell
E-Mail Address: jpowell@fmd.emory.edu
Address:
4363 Locksley Rd. , Tucker, GA 30084
Occupation:
Assistant Director/Facilities
Phone:
770-493-7419
Management/Emory University
Family Information that you’d like to share:
Odette and I were married in New Orleans in May of 1990 (98 degrees). We have two boys, Alexander (10) and Martin (8).
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Golf, coaching baseball, horticulture, and grilling on the Green EGG.
I serve on two non-profit boards- Park Pride and Friends of Emory Forest.
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Yes and include DHHS alumni that are siblings of ’74 alumni since we all knew the brothers and sisters of our classmates.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Odette, Alexander and Martin.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
I was hired at Emory University 7 years ago as Superintendent of Roads/Grounds and
I have been having fun at work ever since that first day.
What’s important to you now?
Life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Approaching retirement from Emory.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
I’ve kept in touch with quite a few of my high school friends over the years and roomed with a few during the college years (Jeff Asher, Kevin
Belle Isle, Rosie, Vicki, and Bucky) and I always enjoy getting together with them. However, there are many people that I haven’t seen in 10 or
20 years so I’m looking forward to catching up with them.
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Name:
Michael S. Rice
E-Mail Address: michael.rice@hok.com
Address:
6150 River Chase Circle, NW
Phone:
770-955-9931
Occupation:
Vice President/Director of Operations of our Atlanta Interiors Architecture Group firm: Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum, Inc. (HOK). We are
an International full-service Architectural Firm that does large scale Corporate work. I have actually done two small projects abroad: one in
Hong Kong and one in Tokyo.
Family Information:
I have been married for 20 years (that is this upcoming September) to Janet (Jan) Cavender Rice who is also an Atlanta native. We have one
daughter, Heather, who is 15 1/2 years old and she attends The Galloway School.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Over the past three years, I have been "slowly" updating/somewhat renovating a house that we purchased along the Chattahoochee River. It
is a Contemporary Classic designed by an architect and is about 25 years old. "Recapturing the yard is how I put it" has become my second
career...so I am learning alot about native Georgia plants, etc. As a family, we are enjoying our new neighborhood. We have a socially active
group of neighbors who have formed a "cocktail club" and committed neighborhood association. I am active in professional organizations
IFMA and IIDA. As a couple, Jan and I are also big volunteers for the Galloway School.
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as '73 or '75?
I don't have a special preference. It will be super to see our group together for this Summer's Reunion. Sadly, I don't bump into the old friends
from DHHS even though I am still in Atlanta.
What's the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
I am lucky to be married to a great lady, Jan. My dear daughter is a beautiful young lady who keeps us happy and unbelievably busy. Careerwise I have been lucky, as well. I have won a number of ASID awards for projects that my design teams have completed: A private
condominium in the Park Place Tower (Buckhead), Equifax's World Headquarters (Atl), BellSouth
Midtown Center--Atlanta, and Whirlpool's Insperience Studio (Buckhead).
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
It will be so good to see each and everyone of my old DHHS classmates.
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Name:
Address:

Steve Richardson
E-Mail Address: coachrich2002@yahoo.com
4726 Dana Terrace
Occupation:
Language arts teacher, varsity boys
Lilburn, GA 30047
basketball assistant coach, and girls and boys golf head
Phone:
(770) 381-2740
coach at Parkview High School
Family Information that you’d like to share:
My wife, Jean, and I have been married for 22 years. She teaches math at Parkview High School. We have two great sons: Rob is a junior at
Parkview, and Tom is in the 8th grade at Trickum Middle School
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Golf and running
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Sure.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
My great family: a wonderful wife and two terrific sons. Teaching and coaching on the high school level for the past 22 years have been great.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Moving to our present home near Parkview in the summer of ’94. Getting my Master’s degree.
What’s important to you now?
The health and happiness of our family
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Probably retired from teaching and coaching. Playing golf.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
I am looking forward to seeing everyone. Our high school years were great.
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Name:
Sam Studly Dudly Roberts
E-Mail Address: samrobo3@chater.net
Address:
6136 Lake Lanier Heights Road, Buford, GA 30518
Occupation:
Mortgage Planner
Phone:
770/945-9168
Family Information that you’d like to share:
Got close, but came home early one day. Oh well just need lovin now! Zero kids, for no one has invited me onto National TV to ask me why
and where I have been.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Golf, boating, waves, sun, beer and babes! Oh yea fun.
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Are those the only two choices, 84 and 94 would be good. Younger!
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Waking up every morning!
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Waking up every morning!
What’s important to you now?
Waking up tomorrow morning, not having to much heartburn, still having a hair or two to wash on scalp, slipping into my trousers without
having to suck in to much air, make sure the repo man did not find my buggy (great exercise walking to hidden places) by then its lunch time
and just go with the flow then.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Waking up and enjoying the frills and fruit of life.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
My true Love you know whom you are.
If you’d prefer to provide other stuff, that’s great; please do so in this space:
30 Years that’s 10,957 days since we graduated from Druid Hills, so I did learn something there. Quite a collection of peoples I gotten to know
and experience in the seven years I attended. From being a frighten little sub- freshmen to a senior a lot transpose. Hippies, integration, drugs,
straight laced peppy students, 60 Minutes, Doyle, OD’s, parties, sex, sports, used to love those pep rallies and the Victory cheer. The vast
amount of good teachers who cared about you, Bobby Ray, secret love notes, Bucky’s parents’ weekly opera night, Candler(”a Bolt of
Lighting”), Football Team 9-1 a great bunch of heart and leadership. Tennis courts fights, the demise of the Rat Patrol, ringing bells, friendships,
youth, innocence. Druid Hills had such diversity and charm, Thanks for the memories old friend.
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Name:
Address:

Ann Rowe
College Park, Maryland

E-Mail Address:

carolrarowe@aol.com
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Name:
Marilou Sanders Timmerman
E-Mail Address: marilou_timmerman@yahoo.com
Address:
942 Ashebrooke Trace Marietta, GA 30068
Phone:
770-973-8836
Occupation:
Accountant - Currently on leave from Delta Air Lines, so I guess I am a stay at home mom to grown children. I was Manager Accounts
Payable for 23 years before I left in June 2000
Family Information:
Married to Bert for 25 years. Two children: Herb is 22 years old and graduated from Auburn University. Heather is 18 years old and
graduated from Woodward Academy. She will be attending Vanderbilt in the fall. Also, we have one small 4lb spoiled rotten Yorkie-Mandy.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Of course I love all sports. We have become huge Ga Tech basketball and football fans. I love cross stitch and crafts of any kind.

Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Sure
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
There are many. I have a great family and life. Very successful marriage and wonderful children that I am very proud of. Terry Peek Cagle
and I were in the first group of women to ever receive athletic scholarships from UGA. We played volleyball.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
I would have to say, my job and becoming a management level employee at Delta Airlines and then resigning to stay at home with my teenage
children. Not one day have I regretted my decision to stay at home.
What’s important to you now?
Health, welfare and happiness for all my family and friends It’s important to appreciate every day and what life has in store for you. Being
close to friends and family are important. My marriage.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Spending quality time with Bert, Herb, and Heather (and hopefully their spouses and our grandchildren, I am jumping ahead a little). Still
living in Marietta but enjoying time at the beach.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion?
I want to see everyone. I have really enjoyed the time spent planning our reunion. I have learned so many things that happened during our
high school years that I was unaware of. The stories and tales!!!!! .
To jog your memory, we’ve thrown these random thoughts around during our meetings that provoked some good laughs. Consider…
Everybody’s?
Going to everybody’s after ball games and getting served beer without any trouble. Great Hangout. Good pizza too
McDonalds?
Cruising every weekend
Chandler?
Late night gatherings and playing Frisbee during the weekend day when I was supposed to be studying
Float meetings?
Late night runs to Plaza Drugs to get more tissue paper to stick through the chicken wire. Trying to spy on other classes to see their floats.
Sandwiches made by Mrs. Adams. All nighters (late nighter) to finish. Praying that the float would make it to school and Adam’s Stadium.
And that it wouldn’t rain
Senior Play?
Wonderfully talented classmates
Senior Class Trip?
Absolutely miserable not sure there was one good thing except Terry Peek and I renting the moped in Nassau. What a hoot! We crashed.
Sports/Clubs/Activities?
Too many to list. I loved the bond that grew between the girls and boys athletes. It was like a rivalry between friends. Steve Richardson,
Steve Perry and I bet every game to see who would score the most. The great support the girls basketball team got from the class of 74 when
girl jocks were not “cool”. I had my own fan club! Who could forgot Coach Sylvia Lang! Police escort out of Gordon High when the girls
and boys beat Gordon by alot. Long bus rides to away games such as Athens and Cairo. And the longer ride back from Cairo when we were
blown out of the state tournament by the Syrupmakers. Homecoming parades were so much fun. Door to door sales of Krispy Kreme
doughnuts(I think or was it fruitcakes?) for Civitan. Being on the SAGA staff for two years. Walking to school on Earth Day, how stupid was
that! Miss DHHS
Memorable classes & teachers?
Mr. Morgan and Mr. Hampton. Both wonderful men and teachers.
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Name:
Address:

John Schisler
E-Mail Address: jschisler@direcway.com
39862 Meadowlark,
Occupation:
Anesthesiologist
Paconian Springs, VA 20129
Phone:
540.338.9706
Family Information that you’d like to share:
Married 22 years, 2 children ages 16 & 14.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Tennis, Photography, digital editing. Travel.
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Yes.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Married w/ children.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Cannot run anymore — lousy knees; reading glasses; failing hearing; thinning hair.
What’s important to you now?
Children's future, intellecutal stimulation.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Eagerly planning retirement.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
Anyone, everyone. Looking forward to some laughs & smiles.
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Name:
Laurie Scott Bass
E-Mail Address: tbass78@charter.net
Address:
115 Derby Forest Ct., Roswell, GA 30076
Occupation: Housewife and almost full time volunteer.
Phone:
770-993-3152
Family Information:
I have been married to Travis for 25 years. We have two children both of whom live in Raleigh, NC. Ed is married to Lauren and the father of
our granddaughter, Edie. Liz is a senior at Meredith College.

Hobbies/Special Interests:
My hobbies include gardening, cooking, reading, knitting, horseback riding and trout fishing.
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
I think it would be a good idea as so many of us had good friends in the classes to each side of us.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
I would say my whole live has been great. I have thoroughly enjoyed raising my children and spending time with them and Travis.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Spending a week on a medical mission boat on the Amazon River in Brazil. We built a church and helped provide medical and dental
treatment to people in villages along the way. It was an incredible experience, which I plan to repeat this fall.
What’s important to you now?
Now that our children are no longer at home I try to volunteer my time in giving back to the community as much as possible. Travis and I both
work with the youth of our church. I also give time to the Atlanta Botanical Garden and to a hippotherapy program. This program provides
physical therapy to children while they are on a horse. My association with this program has also given me the opportunity to get back into
taking riding lessons myself. I usually spend some time each week exercising the school horses.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
I see myself doing many of the same things that I do now as well as traveling more to different parts of the world. That is about the time also
that we may begin to contemplate a move to the coast of South Carolina where we would like to live when Travis retires.
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Name:
Mary Lee (Shaw) Brawley
E-Mail Address: brawleym@comcast.net
Address:
1182 Jimson Circle, Conyers, GA 30013
Occupation:
Administrative Assistant at
Phone:
770-483-9866
The Coca-Cola Company – 24 years!
Family Information:
Married almost 22 years to Troy; two sons, William 17, and Kevin 13. The girl in the family is Lizzy, 8, a Corgi!
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Sure, both years. Better yet, it would be fun if DHHS would allow a picnic or something casual at the school open to all graduates of any
year. I’d love to see the place.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Corny, but my husband and kids.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
After 9/11/01, my husband and I decided to build a beach house now rather than when we retired so we could enjoy it with our kids. Life is
too short to keep putting things off.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Retired and living on Fripp Island, South Carolina and leaving the traffic and Atlanta behind!
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Name:
Address:

Al Shepherd
Phone: 919-870-7606
7474 Creedmoor Rd #105
Occupation:
Bank Manager
Raleigh, NC 27613
Family Information that you’d like to share:
Married to Debbie for 16 years: two daughters, Danielle 13 (going on 35) and Lauren 12 very happy being our “flower child”
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Being involved with the children as they have grown up. Golfing, fishing, hiking and working with the ADA chapter in NC
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Yes
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
I found what I was looking for: I married my best friend and have been around to enjoy my two children grow up.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
The realization of the true meaning of a long term friendship when Randy Tanner, Tommy Southard and Mike Cutting all came to Raleigh
when my leg was amputated. It was the best medicine.
What’s important to you now?
Time & health. Time to spend with family & friends and hopefully the health to go with it.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Happy for the gift of today, don’t look that far down the road anymore.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
The guys, they know who they are and the reason why I look forward to seeing them. Those guys were involved in some of the best years of
my life. Can’t wait to share and remember the way things were. (Isn’t that what reunions are all about?)
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Name:
Phone:

Jeff Sherrill
404-294-8135

E-Mail Address:
Occupation:

Jeff.Sherrill@bellsouth.com
Admin Support in BellSouth
DSL Order Center

Family Information that you’d like to share:
Married for 9 years to my best friend (since I was 13) Donna Turner (also an alum of the Class of ’74). We have the most beautiful browneyed 7 year old daughter, Megan and a tow-headed, blue eyed 5 year old boy, Brandon. I also have a stepson by Donna’s first marriage,
Michael, who just turned 23 (Getting him to 23 has caused the few gray currently residing atop my head). We also have a blind, vicious MinPin named Swift (nicknamed Pooter, for obvious reasons).
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Playing in the dirt, sometimes I even plant things; tinkering on an old car or two and making sawdust out of perfectly good wood. Recently
we’ve become rather involved in the PTA at Medlock Elementary School.

Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
That sounds like a great idea since my middle brother Kendall was in the Class of ’75.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Definitely my marriage to my life-long best friend and finally feeling like I could handle fatherhood,
although I’m still working on this aspect.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Becoming a Dad.
What’s important to you now?
My family, my health and spending time seeing the world through the eyes of two very curious children.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
WORKING!! Hello! Did you not read up above? 7- & 5- years old. Some of my fellow classmates have grandchildren about my children’s ages.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
In a word, EVERYBODY. In reading some of the other write-ups, I realize that even as diverse as the groups of friends were in our class I
have to say that today we all sound alot alike in our life experiences and our dreams of the near and distant future.
If you’d prefer to provide other stuff, that’s great; please do so in this space:
OK, I’ve got a bit of my dad in me, so I’ll try to keep this down to a few thousand words. When I entered DHHS in the fall of ’69 I honestly
had no idea of what the next 5 years would mean to me. I was never big into sports, although I went out for football and had my clock
cleaned at practice by the likes of Walt Yancey and Mike Sasser on more than one occasion. And I’ll never forget the feeling of stepping up
and nailing a Tucker running back on a brief charge to an attempted touchdown. Just did like Coach Rakestraw said and put my helmet right
between his numbers. I was proud to be a member of the Red Devils football team that went 9 and 1, even if I was a second string player
(there wasn’t a third string, was there?). Later I even tried my hand at volleyball, even though at 5’ 9” I didn’t even come up to Steve
Richardson’s shoulder. I even played a little college level volleyball thanks to the encouragement from Steve. Glad to see he is still actively
encouraging kids in sports today. But now looking back, I really wish that I had made more of an effort to get to know each of my classmates
better. When I graduated I knew probably 90% of the students at Druid Hills by name, but yet I didn’t really know anyone well enough to
maintain a lifelong friendship with. You know what they say about hindsight. Fortunately, Donna and I had situations in our lives where doors
closed and others opened. It was the highlight of my life when I sat down with her in a field in Inman Park and asked my best friend to
become my wife. Go figure, she said “Yes”. I really didn’t think I possessed enough of the qualities to be a good husband and now a good
“Daddy.” I learned that I was wrong and I learn more everyday from my children. I’m envious of those of you who had children earlier than I
did. Fatherhood is a real cool kick in the pants. This July I celebrate 25 years at BellSouth and even with the friendships I’ve made at work, I
feel more of a camaraderie with the Class of ’74. YOU PEOPLE ROCK!! Well, I guess I have rambled enough. Just want to ask one thing of
my classmates – Why do we have to wait for milestone anniversaries to get together? Maybe make this a semi-annual event? Just a thought.
May your God watch over each of you and keep your families safe.
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Name:
Joanne Simmons Roach
E-Mail Address: joanne32034@aol.com
Address:
1531 Dade St., Fernandina Beach, FL 32034
Occupation:
Christian Education Director,
Phone:
904-261-2085
St. Peter's Episcopal Church
Family Information that you'd like to share:
Spouse: Dan Married: 24 years
Kristin--21 years old, Senior at the University of Central Flordida
Daniel--19 years old, Sophomore at the University of Florida
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Tennis, gardening, home improvement
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as 73 or 75?
Selfishly, I would rather it just be us.
What's the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Meeting Dan (we picked each other out of a crowd at Auburn University. I finally found someone tall enough--he's 6'6". Also, having two
wonderful children (also tall--how could they help it?)
What's the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Becoming an "empty-nester"--I highly recommend it to everyone!
What's important to you now?
Family, friends, enjoying life, and simplifying.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Probably still living on this beautiful island. I look forward to having grandchildren--boy, do I have some stories to tell them about their parents!
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion?
Everyone--I have such a great time at our reunions. I feel very fortunate to have been a part of this class. Thanks for the memories!
If you'd prefer to provide other stuff, that's great; please do so in this space:
I wish I had the memory of Nancy Bent! Then I could remember what all that stuff in our Last Will and Testament was all about. I do know I
formed relationships during my high school years that have endured and strengthened over time. DHHS will always be important to me
because of the friendships and people it represents.
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Name:
Mark H. Smith
E-Mail Address: mark.smith@gtri.gatech.edu
Address:
1575 Robins Walk; Alpharetta, GA 30005
Occupation:
Research Engineer
Phone:
770-360-5632
Family Information:
Started late: Married to Regina since 1997; three children, ages 1, 3.9 and 5.5.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Christ the King Cathedral Choir since 1989.
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Yes.

What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Getting baptized and entering the Church.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Getting married and having children.
What’s important to you now?
Faith, Family and Western Civilization.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Still raising children. (A cane could be used as a disciplinary instrument as well as a walking aid...)
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
I’d hesitate to list specific people, as I’d be afraid of leaving someone out. The “why” is hard to nail down. I guess I’d have to say that I feel
much more fondness for my former classmates in general than I felt (or thought I felt) at the time.
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Name:
Tom Southard
E-Mail Address: tom@sbsassoc.com
Address:
Duluth, GA
Occupation:
Manufacturers Representative
Phone:
770-623-3432
Family Information:
Married to Candy Gober (Class of 75). Two children: Tommy, age 20 at Georgia Southern and Katie, age 18, who’ll attend UGA next year.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Golf
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Either is fine by me
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Marrying Candy and watching the kids grow into adulthood.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Thinking I might lose Candy to cancer (false alarm), but it did wake me up and realize how lucky I am to have her in my life.
What’s important to you now?
Getting the kids out of college
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Retired, playing golf everyday and living off Candy’s income.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
Everybody, but mostly the guys I played football with who I don’t get to see often enough.
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Name:
Address:

Linda Squier Lord
1323 Cedar Park Place
Stone Mountain, Georgia 30083
404-294-4875

E-Mail Address:
Occupation:

LindaSLord@aol.com
Flight Attendant, Delta Air Lines

Phone:
Family Information:
Married to Ken for 21 years. Children: Toby Keith, Callie Cat, and Wajo (toy poodle, kitty-cat, and horse)
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Animals, horseback riding, working out, cooking, gardening, spending time with friends, trying to learn how to use a computer, and Sharon, I
love bird watching, too!
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as '73 or '75?
Absolutely! The more, the merrier!
What's the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
My job, my family, my friends, my pets!
What's the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Realizing what's important in life!
What's important to you now?
My job, my family, my friends, my pets!
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Hopefully, alive and well! I would love to be retired (but that probably won't happen unless I win the lottery!) and perhaps own a small
boarding facility for horses or a shelter for abused or abandoned animals.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion?
Everyone! But especially, Debbie Logan. She was a good friend to me thoughout high school and I loved her family! I still remember sneaking
out of her house in the middle of the night to meet Randy and Tommy (who didn't show up, by the way!) And, also, taking Sam to
Underground with our fake I.D.'s!
If you'd prefer to provide other stuff, that's great; please do so in this space:
I feel so fortunate to have had so many wonderful friends and teachers growing up at DHHS. I had so much fun in high school and have so
many fond memories of our five years there! I still can't believe it's been 30 years since we graduated! But, at least we all still look the same! :-)
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Name:
Randy Tanner
Address:
3033 Lanier Drive, Atlanta, GA 30319
Phone:
404-261-7590
Family Information:
Wife is Diane Henry Tanner. Married 3 years. No children.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Tennis, Reading

E-Mail Address:
Occupation:

rtanner@TBMins.com
Commercial Insurance Agent,
Tanner, Ballew and Maloof, Inc.

Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
I am flexible.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Married for the first time 6-2001.
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Name:
Britt Thompson
E-Mail Address: bthompson1916@charter .net
Address:
1916 Wisterwood Drive, Hoover, AL 35226
Occupation:
Owner: Thompson Construction Services
Phone:
(205) 822-2993
Inc. (a residential remodeling company)
Family Information:
Married 22 years to Beverly, two kids: Breann 17 and Spenser 13.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Anything that my kids are interested in and Braves Baseball.
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
O.K.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Coming to know Jesus as my savior, meeting and marrying my wife Beverly, having two wonderful kids and being able to watch them grow
up.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Starting my own business and surviving the first ten years.
What’s important to you now?
Loving my family and helping my kids prepare for college and life.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
A little older, a little grayer, maybe with grandkids.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion?
Mark Smith, Howell Hall, Stuart Patton, Linda Squier, Jeff Lorraine and the list goes on…
If you’d prefer to provide other stuff, that’s great; please do so in this space:
Howell Hall and I got pulled over numerous times by the Dekalb County Police (Chief Hand even pulled us over one time) I think it’s just
wonderful that Howell is now an attorney and hope that neither of us will need one for us or our kids.
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Name:
Phone:

Donna Turner Sherrill
404-294-8135

E-Mail Address:
Occupation:

donnalaw@bellsouth.net
Legal Assistant for the past 30 years in
downtown Decatur

Family Information that you’d like to share:
Married for 9 years (in August) to my best friend – Jeff Sherrill (class of 74). We have two beautiful children: Megan (7) and Brandon (5).
I also have a wonderful son – Michael (23) from my prior marriage to Mike Goodwin (also class of 74).
Hobbies/Special Interests:
spending time with my family, reading, camping, traveling to the beach and the North Carolina mountains – but mainly watching the world
through the eyes of my children and learning from them how precious life really is
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Sure.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Becoming a mom – 3 times! I love my children and can’t imagine my life without them.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Marrying my best friend and deciding to start another family at age 40. Jeff gave me a surprise 40th birthday party and I was 9 months
pregnant. I’m not sure who was the most surprised – me or the guests!
What’s important to you now?
Spending as much time as possible with my family. Being thankful that we are all healthy.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Trying to keep my sanity raising two teenagers and working so that we can afford car insurance and gas for their cars.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
I’d love to see everyone and catch up on what they’ve been doing for the past 30 years, but we’ll be out of town and can’t make the reunion
this year. Hopefully we can make the next one!
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Name:
Cary Ulman
E-Mail Address: caryulman@aol.com
Address:
1650 Dartmouth Lane, Deerfield, Illinois, 60015
Occupation:
Real Estate
Phone:
847-945-7759
Family Information:
Married to Sue since 1986. Two boys, Ben, 12 and Jason, 10
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Tennis
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
No
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Having kids. If anyone had told me they were this much fun, I would have started sooner.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
We are in the midst of planning/ anticipating Ben’s Bar Mitzvah, which occurs 3/20/2004.

If you’d prefer to provide other stuff, that’s great; please do so in this space:
Here are a couple concepts. We spend the first 50-60 years of our lives trading time for money, and the balance of our lives trading money for
time. Mark Twain said up until a child was about 12 or 13, he/she thinks his mother and father are the greatest/ smartest people in the world.
From about 14 to about 22 or so, a great transformation tends to take place, and it’s amazing that children between these ages think they are
the smartest people in the world, and their parents are the dumbest. Then once the kids are 25-30, and out in the real world, earning a living,
paying taxes and starting to raise a family, its amazing how smart their parents look to them again. Such are the cycles of life.
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Name:
Sophia Weatherby Williams
E-Mail Address: sophiawilliams@avaya.com
Address:
803 Mickleton Lane, Peachtree City, GA 30269
Occupation:
Vice President, Worldwide Marketing,
Phone:
770-631-3600 (hm) 770-632-2500 (wk)
Avaya
Family Information that you’d like to share:
Married 8 years to Mitch Williams; one son from previous marriage who is 16 years old.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Reading, consulting, public speaking, spending time at my mountain home – none of which I have the time to do as much of as I want!
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Sounds great – Would definitely like to see ’73 included, since my husband is from that class.
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
That’s easy. Being a mother. My son is a remarkable young man, and I’ve loved every single day of being a mom.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
That’s easy, too. Through a series of really bizarre coincidences, I was re-connected with my old high school boyfriend, Mitch Williams,
DHHS class of ’73 – after 21 years. When we met again, it was like we had only been apart for a few months – we still had a great time
together. That was 8 years ago. We’ve been married now for 7 years and have a great marriage and still amazing friendship.
What’s important to you now?
My family; good health (I almost lost it 14 years ago, so I really cherish it); good friends; making the needle jump in my business; - and most of
all, my faith! Oh yeah, and a few weeks in the South Pacific every year doesn’t hurt.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Who really knows? I don’t try to over engineer the future any more. Enjoy every day as it comes. That being said, I hope in 10 years I’m still
healthy, enjoying life, and having more time to do the things I really want to do.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
Everyone! We had a great class – wonderful spirit, lots of energy, and those with whom I’ve kept in touch continue to amaze me with their
talents and outlook on life. Can’t wait to see the rest of our class!
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Name:
David Wittenstein
E-mail address: dwittens@dlalaw.com
Address:
8606 Long Acre Court, Bethesda, MD 20817
Occupation:
I'm a lawyer at Dow, Lohnes & Albertson,
Phone:
301-365-4767
a law firm with offices in Washington, D.C. and Atlanta.
Family information:
My wife, Lee, and I have been married for 24 years. We have two kids -- Rebecca (who's 20) and Greg (who's 10).
Hobbies/special interests: r
reading, running, and stumbing along as I try to participate in my kids' hobbies and special interests.
Future reunions:
I'm happy just to have reunions with the class of '74.
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Name:
Bill Worth
E-Mail Address: wgworth@bellsouth.net
Address:
6788 Vicar Road
Occupation:
editor / internal publications group
Phone:
770.698.8755
for one of the car manufacturers
Family Information:
married 24 yrs to Mary Catherine (Nance) Worth, 3 children: Christiana / 23yrs, Caroline / 20 yrs and James / 18 yrs.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
at the moment, helping run Church of the Redeemer, PCA of Dunwoody, also guitar
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Yes, many of us had friends or knew people from both classes
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Short Answer: Discovering life’s significance through the medium of stories, both other people’s and my own. Nothing beats a good story, esp.
the most important story of all. I didn’t always know this!
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
Answer: see above comment
What’s important to you now?
Answer: see above comment
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Answer: impossible to say, given our times
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
Answer: most of the people who might be attending. Why = the stories.
If you’d prefer to provide other stuff, that’s great; please do so in this space:
Have made observation over past 10 years- the disaster that my high school teachers predicted for me did not, in fact, materialize. After all,
the facts were on their side! I’m not proud of this; it’s more of a wonderment to me than anything else.
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Name:
Karl Zimmerman
E-Mail Address: karlzimmerman@yahoo.com
Address:
1698 Frazier Park Drive, Decatur, GA 30033
Occupation:
Producer for ABC News
Phone:
404-643-3797
Family Information that you’d like to share (ex. Spouse; Years Married; # of Children/Grandchildren, etc):
After two failed marriages I had about just given up on finding true love. I went to church camp with my daughter in June of 1997. There I
met a woman who had brought her two kids all the way from Taiwan to spend the summer with friends in Atlanta. Although there was a bit
of a language barrier…and sometimes still is…Peiling and I have been married very happily for five years. My daughter Alix will be a senior at
Lakeside. Peiling’s son Justin will be a junior there. Her daughter Jasmine will be a freshman at Dekalb School of the Arts.
Hobbies/Special Interests:
Digital video. I make videos of our travels kind of like what you see on the Travel Channel. Several people have told me I make the best home
movies they’ve ever seen. It’s a great creative outlet. I’m also a bit of a computer geek…Macs preferably. Digital photograpy…fixing up old
family photos, etc. Lately I’ve been buying a lot of old music on eBay…Doobie Brothers, Motown, Allman Brothers…the soundtrack to our
high school years.
Regarding future reunions, would you like to combine reunions with other DHHS classes such as ’73 or ’75?
Sure
What’s the best thing(s) to happen to you in the last 30 years?
Finally finding the person I was meant to spend my life with, Being a father, Having jobs that have allowed me to see a good bit of the world
…and witness some historical events.
What’s the most significant event to happen to you in the last 10 years (since the 20-year reunion)?
My brother, Fred, died of cancer 10 years ago this summer. Even now he continues to be a great creative inspiration for me. His wife Mary,
who was a truly wonderful person, also tragically died of cancer within a year of Fred’s death. That period served to put my life in
perspective. You can’t watch people you love suffer like that and not be profoundly effected.
What’s important to you now?
My faith, my family. Expressing myself in various ways.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Peiling keeps talking about building her dream house. Not a mansion or something huge, just a house that’s designed exactly for us. We’ll build
it here, or maybe out west, or maybe even Taiwan, or Shanghai. I’d like to work less and spend more time doing what I like to do.
Who are you most looking forward to seeing at this reunion? And why?
What a question!! Actually, I’m probably not coming. My wife is visiting her family in Taiwan. I’d feel awkward without her. I know…I
know…

